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Abstract

Since the release of Bitcoin in 2008, cryptocurrencies have attracted attention from
academia, government, and enterprises. Blockchain, the backbone ledger in many cryp-
tocurrencies, has shown its potential to be a data structure carrying information over the
network securely without the need for a centralized trust party. In this thesis, I delve into
the consensus protocols used in permissioned blockchains and analyze the sharding tech-
nique that aims to improve the scalability in blockchain systems. I discuss a permissioned
sharded blockchain that I use to examine different methods to interleave blocks, referred
to as strong temporal coupling and weak temporal coupling. I provide empirical exper-
iments to show the roles of lightweight nodes in solving the scalability issues in sharded
blockchain systems. The results suggest that the weak temporal coupling method performs
worse than the strong temporal coupling method and is more susceptible to an increase in
network latency. The results also show the importance of separating the roles of nodes and
adding lightweight nodes to improve the performance and scalability of sharded blockchain
systems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Over the past decade, blockchain technology has attracted attention from both academia
and industry. After its introduction in the Bitcoin white paper [61] in 2008, blockchain
has been serving as the backbone of Bitcoin and other succeeding cryptocurrencies, such
as Ethereum [76], Litecoin [26], etc. Blockchain technology has emerged with a promise to
securely send and share a large amount of data in a peer-to-peer manner without the need
for traditional centralized authority. Besides the cryptocurrency markets, governments,
academia, and private companies are exploring other areas where blockchain technology
can be applied [53, 81]. Some of the potential applications include smart contracts (insur-
ance, legally binding agreements, etc.), data confidentiality in healthcare, and supply-chain
management [13, 54, 66]. Contrary to the traditional financial system, each participant in
a blockchain actively contributes to the correctness of the system and may not trust each
other. Blockchain systems can provide distributed, highly fault-tolerant systems while the
participants can remain pseudo-anonymous. The content of a blockchain is shared publicly
and resistant to modification. There is no central authority that can corrupt a blockchain
or tamper with its content. Any modification requires the collaboration and agreement
of a majority of participants in the network. Diminishing the role of a central authority
allows blockchain systems to enhance their security and eliminate a single point of failure.

Despite its promising applications, blockchain has been facing challenges to compete
with existing centralized services. At the heart of those challenges is the widely discussed
issue of scalability [12, 34]. Several blockchain systems have used the sharding technique
to improve scalability and reduce space overhead [24, 37, 50, 79]. In sharded blockchain
systems, the computational workload and blocks are partitioned into multiple shards, where
each shard maintains an independent blockchain and communicates with each other to
handle cross-shard transactions.
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In this thesis, I compare different methods to interleave blocks in sharded blockchains
and propose a novel architecture that improves the scalability. Concretely, I first analyze
several existing sharded blockchains, their consensus protocols, and their mechanisms to
handle intra-shard and cross-shard transactions. Second, I present the design and imple-
mentation of a novel permissioned sharded blockchain. Using this blockchain, I compare
two methods to interleave blocks from different shards, referred to as strong and weak tem-
poral coupling. I show that under less-than-ideal network conditions, the strong temporal
coupling method improves the scalability of the blockchain system. Finally, I propose,
implement, and show that using lightweight nodes coupled with a Bloom filter to check
double-spending can substantially improve the scalability of the blockchain system.

1.1 Permissionless vs. Permissioned Blockchain

There are two categories of blockchain systems: permissionless and permissioned. In a
permissionless blockchain, any node can join and leave the network without permission.
To join a permissionless blockchain network such as Bitcoin [61], a node only needs a pair
of public and private keys to sign their messages and create an address to receive coins.
This allows any user to join anonymously and makes it possible for an adversary to create
multiple identities to increase the weight of their vote in the system. This type of attack
is referred to as a Sybil attack [21]. Permissionless blockchains have proposed different
types of consensus to solve this problem, such as Proof-of-Work [60] and Proof-of-Stake
[27], where nodes cast their votes using their computational power or the number of stakes.
These types of consensus protocols do not limit the number of participants and are public
and decentralized, but inefficient in scaling [80].

A permissioned blockchain controls the group of participants, as opposed to permis-
sionless blockchains [29, 64]. That can be suitable for applications where participants need
permission to join and need to share their identities, although they may not need to have
mutual trust. By granting permissions to a specific group of participants, permissioned
blockchains can generally solve more complex problems with higher throughput and lower
latency. They can be particularly useful in permissioned enterprises where they need per-
mission to access information in blockchains. The applications of permissioned blockchains
have attracted attention in private enterprises. For example, the Hyperledger Fabric [3] is
a permissioned blockchain protocol that can serve as a foundation of blockchain systems
in private companies. Each node in the Hyperledger Fabric must have a known identity
and requires permission to access information in the network. In some sectors, such as fi-
nance and healthcare, it is essential to share and manage permissions to access data while
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maintaining privacy. Such applications can benefit from using private blocks for regulating
data storage, permission, and distribution.

1.2 Scalability Issues of Blockchain

Scalability is a characteristic of a system that can improve performance by adding more
resources. In blockchain, scalability is a term related to several quantitative metrics. For
example, in [18], scaling a blockchain system refers to any improvement in the perspective
of throughput, latency, bootstrap time, or cost per transaction. A widely-discussed metric
in evaluating a blockchain system is its peak throughput, which is the maximum number
of requests that a blockchain system can process per unit of time. In blockchain protocols
similar to Bitcoin, each request is a transaction. The throughput of a blockchain system
is generally affected by the frequency of blocks and their sizes. For example, in Bitcoin,
those parameters are fixed. One block can have a maximum of 1MB transactions, and
one block is mined approximately every 10 minutes [60]. A Bitcoin transaction with one
input and two outputs takes about 250 bytes, which means Bitcoin can have a maximum
of 4200 transactions every 10 minutes. A second metric to measure the performance of a
blockchain system is latency. A transaction is processed when it is confirmed in a valid
block, and the latency indicates the time it takes to confirm a transaction. A shorter
latency means a shorter waiting time, and hence extends the ability of blockchains to serve
in various applications.

Currently, Bitcoin has an average throughput of only 7 transactions per second [74],
and the chain adds around 50GB of data every year. Meanwhile, on average, Visa processes
2000 transactions per second. Besides, it takes Bitcoin around 10 minutes to create a block
and an hour to confirm the validity of the transactions [61]. Improving the scalability in
blockchains is crucial to exploit its full potential, making it possible for blockchain-based
applications to achieve performance comparable to existing centralized technologies. This
has raised new challenges and questions to the future designs of blockchain so that it can
handle a higher workload while maintaining its decentralized nature.

1.3 Sharding in Blockchain

Sharding is a well-known approach used in the traditional database to spread the load
horizontally [5], widely used in distributed databases such as Spanner [15]. It allows the
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distribution of data on a wide range of data centers, and this approach can improve per-
formance when a query requires only a subset of shards. Several works have been using
the sharding technique to solve the scalability problem of blockchain [24, 37, 50, 79]. In
blockchains, sharding is a way to partition consensus workload and transactions to multi-
ple nodes. The blocks and the computational workload are separated into smaller chunks
and distributed to different nodes and not all nodes need to store the entire chain or do
all of the computational work (such as verifying cryptographic signatures). The nodes are
partitioned into shards, where each shard can act independently as a secure, distributed
ledger. This technique enables the parallelization of processing, storage, and computing.
Hence it can help to achieve a scale-out blockchain system by reducing the overhead of
communication, computation, and data storage. However, sharding has also brought some
problems in designing the intra-shard and cross-shard consensus. This issue will be later
discussed in detail in Section 2.3.

1.4 Contributions and Organization

The thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, I discuss several consensus protocols
in blockchains, analyze the sharding technique, and how it is used in sharded blockchain
systems. I present and compare two popular approaches to handle cross-shard transactions,
which are maintaining a root chain or building a full-mesh connection among shards. In
Chapter 3, I present a novel permissioned sharded blockchain and investigate two methods
to interleave blocks from different shards to form a root chain and refer to them as strong
and weak temporal coupling methods. I show that the weak temporal coupling method
is more susceptible to the increase in network latency and using this method reduces the
throughput of the blockchain system. In Chapter 4, I propose a novel way to use Bloom
filters to help check double-spending transactions and use lightweight servers to improve
the scalability. I also show how the size of the Bloom filter impacts the overall throughput
and latency of the system. I provide empirical results to show the importance of assigning
roles to nodes and choosing the constants (such as the number of validators and committee
sizes) in sharded blockchains. In Chapter 5, I summarize the overall results and propose
future works.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

Over the past decade, blockchain has become an emerging technology that allows secure in-
formation sharing over peer-to-peer networks. It has shown enormous potential to perform
digital transactions without a centralized authority. An example of such a system is Bit-
coin - the first cryptocurrency implemented using a blockchain. The novelty in blockchain
design was derived from research results in distributed computing, cryptography, and game
theory over several decades. The core of a blockchain system is a secure, distributed ledger
with a consensus protocol that guarantees consistency despite the presence of malicious
participants and attacks. Therefore, to understand the scalability problem in blockchain,
it is important to study different consensus mechanisms in distributed computing in depth.

2.1 The Consensus Problem

The consensus problem is a classical problem in distributed computing. Informally speak-
ing, a multi-processes system reaches consensus when a single value or action among the
proposed values is chosen, despite some processes being faulty. A process is faulty if it does
not fulfill its role in the protocol and is unreliable in some ways. For example, it may fail
to respond to messages, send erroneous messages, or give conflicting information to differ-
ent peers. A secure consensus protocol must tolerate such faults under some assumptions
of the system model. These assumptions must indicate what is the minimum required
number of non-faulty nodes, how a process can fail (e.g., crash-failure, Byzantine failure,
etc.), and the type of network under which the protocol is operating (e.g., synchronous
or asynchronous message-passing mechanisms; reliable or unreliable communication links;
unicast or multicast communication, etc.). A crash failure happens when a process works
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correctly until it abruptly halts and fails to respond to or send messages. A consensus
protocol that can tolerate crash failures must satisfy 3 properties:

• Termination: Eventually, every non-faulty process must decide on some value.

• Agreement: No two processes can decide on different values.

• Validity: If a value v is decided, it must be proposed by some process.

A Byzantine failure happens when a system fails arbitrarily due to a Byzantine fault. In
the Byzantine failure model, a faulty process can exhibit any behavior. For example, it can
change its state arbitrarily, delay sending messages, send no message or erroneous messages
to peers, or send different messages to different peers. The Byzantine fault is named after
the “Byzantine Generals Problem,” first described in [42]. The problem describes a scenario
when multiple generals are attacking a common enemy and at least 3 of them must agree on
a time to attack. All generals have to communicate with and send messages to each other
while one or more generals can lie about their choice. The Byzantine failure is considered
the most general and difficult class of failures. The 3 properties for a consensus protocol
that can tolerate Byzantine failures are:

• Termination: Eventually, every non-faulty process must decide on some value.

• Agreement: No two correct processes can decide on different values.

• Validity: If a value v is proposed by every non-faulty process, then all of them must
decide on v.

A consensus protocol that provides safety must satisfy two properties Agreement and
Validity, and guarantees liveness when it satisfies the Termination property.

In a system model, most consensus protocols are assumed to work under reliable com-
munication links. Processes use message-passing mechanisms to coordinate and communi-
cate with each other. There are two types of message-passing environment: synchronous
and asynchronous [75]. Synchronous models presume that all processes must receive a
message, complete some work, and reply within a bound time. If other peers fail to receive
some responses from a process P within the bound time, they presume that process P has
crashed. In an asynchronous setting, there is no upper bound time that processes may
take to receive, process, and reply to an incoming message. It is impossible to detect if a
process has crashed, or it is just taking a long time to finish.
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As proved in [63], if faulty processes are allowed to lie, a synchronous system that has
reliable communication links needs at least 3n+1 processes to tolerate n failures. In [23], the
Fischer-Lynch-Paterson (FLP) proof shows that in an asynchronous setting where messages
can be delayed, there is no deterministic consensus protocol that is guaranteed to terminate
(i.e., achieves liveness) if there is at least one crash (see Appendix A). There are two ways
to circumvent the FLP result: 1 using randomization to achieve liveness and safety with
an arbitrarily high probability, and 2 using some synchrony assumptions. For example,
Paxos [40] works in an asynchronous setting and guarantees safety but fails to guarantee
liveness. PBFT [10] can achieve safety under asynchrony, but requires synchrony to achieve
liveness. In Bitcoin, the average time between the creation of two consecutive blocks is
roughly 10 minutes. The environment is loosely synchronous under the assumption that
after 10 minutes, a block reaches every process despite any prolonged propagation time.
In Bitcoin, safety is achieved with a high probability. If the hashing power of an adversary
in Bitcoin is 10% and there are 5 blocks linked after a block B, the probability for the
adversary to create a longer chain and invalidate block B is 0.1% [61]. The current total
hashing power of Bitcoin is over 100 quintillion hashes per second [7]. That means to have
0.1% chance of reversing a block with 5 subsequent blocks, an adversary must be able to
perform over 10 quintillion hashes per second. Thus, in practice, a Bitcoin transaction
requires at least 5 further attached blocks to be considered valid. HoneyBadger [56] takes
a random approach and uses an algorithm that randomly bundles transactions and uses
threshold signatures [8] to achieve liveness and safety with a high probability of success.

2.1.1 Paxos and Egalitarian Paxos

Paxos is a well-known algorithm in distributed computing for solving consensus in a net-
work where some nodes are unreliable [40, 42]. Egalitarian Paxos [58] is an efficient,
leaderless variant of Paxos. It better tolerates slow replicas by decoupling them from the
fastest and balancing load among replicas both in the local and wide area. Its open-source
implementation is our consensus protocol for the prototypes in Chapters 3 and 4.

Paxos

Paxos [40] solves the consensus problem in an asynchronous setting under the assumption
that there is no Byzantine fault. It is a protocol that helps a group of processes agree on
a proposed value and other processes learn that value. For safety, only a single proposed
value can be chosen, and a process cannot learn a value until it has been decided. We
assume that all processes have access to stable storage and remember all messages they
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have received and promised. There are 3 types of agents in Paxos: proposers, acceptors,
and learners. Paxos processes can play multiple roles and even all of them. Proposers and
acceptors actively participate in the consensus protocol to decide the output value. Each
proposer sends a value v to a group of acceptors, and if a majority of acceptors accept the
value, it is accepted, and then learners can learn the accepted value. Before beginning the
protocol, all processes must know how many processes are there and how many acceptors
makes a majority, because any two majorities must overlap at least one process. There are
two phases in the algorithm:

1. Phase 1:

- A proposer p sends a PREPARE IDp message to at least a majority of acceptors.
The id IDp must be unique among different proposers and PREPARE messages
sent by the same proposer. For example, it can be the timestamp in nanoseconds
concatenated with the proposer identity. Note that the id IDp is not related to the
value v that the proposer p wants to propose. If the PREPARE IDp message is timed
out, the proposer retries with a higher id.

- When an acceptor receives a message PREPARE IDp, it will ignore this message if it
has accepted an id higher than IDp. Otherwise, it accepts this message and promises
to ignore all messages with an id lower than IDp. It replies to the proposer with a
PROMISE IDp message. If the acceptor has previously accepted a different message
with an id IDq and a value vq, it also sends that id and value to the proposer.

2. Phase 2:

- Once a proposer receives a majority of PROMISE IDp messages from acceptors,
it sends a message ACCEPT-REQUEST IDp, VALUE vp to at least a majority of
acceptors. The value vp is the value vq from the message with the highest id IDq that
the proposer has received from the acceptors. If no such message exists, the proposer
p can assign its own value to vp.

- When an acceptor receives an ACCEPT-REQUEST IDp, VALUE vp message, it
ignores the message if it has promised to do so. Otherwise, it accepts this value and
sends a message ACCEPT IDp, VALUE vp to all the processes, including learners.

A proposer or learner knows that the consensus is reached on a value vp if it receives the
ACCEPT messages from a majority of acceptors. Paxos can tolerate up to f crash failures
with 2f + 1 processes because a majority of acceptors would be f + 1. Paxos guarantees
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safety properties. However, it does not guarantee liveness. Livelock occurs when a proposer
finishes phase 1 right before another proposer enters phase 2. This happens when two or
more proposers think that they are the leader of the current run. The result is supported
by the FLP impossibility proof [23], which suggests that in a fully asynchronous message-
passing distributed system, if at least one process may fail, it is impossible to have a
deterministic algorithm that can achieve both safety and liveness.

Egalitarian Paxos

In a Paxos system where there is a stable leader, we can omit phase 1. Many variants
of Paxos take this approach [41, 43]. An example is Multi-Paxos [11], where a leader is
chosen once, and only it can propose values and broadcast messages to all acceptors and
learners. If this leader fails, the protocol requires another round of consensus to elect a new
leader. However, Egalitarian Paxos (EPaxos) [58] is a variant where there is no designated
leader, and hence it can avoid performance bottleneck and a single point of failure in the
system. Clients can send requests to any replica, usually the closest one to reduce network
overhead. When there are at most f faulty processes and f + bf+1

2
c of replicas agree on a

value, the system commits within a single round of network communication. The number
f + bf+1

2
c is called a fast-path quorum and for three and five replicas, this number is

optimal (two and three replicas respectively).

EPaxos is evaluated in the context of a key-value store. Their read operations are com-
mutative, and hence two different replicas can have different orders of read operations but
remain in the same state. Two operations interfere if they operate on the same value and
one of them is a write. The key idea in EPaxos is to find dependencies among concurrent
operations across different replicas and in each replica. EPaxos runs in 3 phases:

1. Phase 1: Establish ordering constraints

- When a replica L receives a command γ from a client, it becomes a command leader.
It prepares a dependency list dep of all instances (i.e., command slots) whose com-
mands interfere with γ and a sequence number seq, which is greater than those of all
commands in dep. Then, it sends a message PREACCEPT γ, dep, seq to all replicas.

- When a replica R receives a PREACCEPT message, it learns the given dep and seq
and records command γ in its command log. It replies with its updated dep and seq.

- If L receives replies from a fast-path quorum of replicas and all replies are the same,
it will move to the commit phase (phase 3). Otherwise, it goes to the Paxos-Accept
phase (phase 2), which means some replies are different from the others.
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2. Phase 2: Paxos-Accept phase

- L generates the unions of all dep variables and chooses the highest seq number. After
updating the attributes in its internal state, it tells all other replicas to accept the
updated attributes by sending a message ACCEPT dep′, seq′.

- If L hears from a majority of replicas, it moves to the commit phase.

3. Phase 3: Commit phase

- L sends the commit messages to other replicas.

- All replicas log the command as committed.

- L notifies the commit to the client.

After running the above protocol, every non-failing replica can generate a dependency
graph of commands and go to the execution phase. Then, each replica finds strongly con-
nected components and sorts them topologically. In each strongly connected component,
it sorts all commands using their seq and executes the commands in the order.

2.2 Blockchain Protocols

Blockchain is a peer-to-peer ledger containing a growing list of blocks, linked using cryptog-
raphy. It was introduced by Satoshi Nakamoto [61] to serve as a ledger for the cryptocur-
rency Bitcoin, making Bitcoin the first cryptocurrency that solves the double-spending
problem. In digital cryptocurrency, the double-spending problem occurs when the holder
of a digital coin sends it to more than one recipient. Blockchain is now used by most cryp-
tocurrencies and its applications are extended to smart contracts and banking systems.
Besides cryptocurrencies and finance-related services, blockchain has the potential to be
used in other areas such as identity management (online authentication, privacy-preserving
identity, ownership rights), and data security [69].

Blockchain is decentralized and distributed across many computers in the network,
so no single one has full control. Blockchain is resistant to data modification and is a
suitable option in a distributed network where nodes do not trust each other and every
node can have a copy of the data. State-machine replication is a traditional approach to
fault tolerance [52]. The data and service are replicated among multiple nodes so that
the system continues to work despite the failure of one or more nodes. A blockchain is
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considered secure if no node can alter the data in a given block without changing the data
in all of its subsequent blocks. By design, this modification is very difficult to make on
a blockchain, and the details will be explored later in this chapter. There is no trusted
third party, and authentication is achieved by collaboration between participants. No
participant is trusted more than another, centralized points of vulnerability are eliminated
in blockchain, and so it is considered secure by design.

Blocks are added to a blockchain, one after another, by any node in the network. The
first block in a chain is called the genesis block, which generally contains some hardcoded
information. Some blockchain systems allow forking, which happens when the chain of
blocks diverges into more than one path. In this case, all nodes agree that the longest
chain is the only valid one. If a node is working on a chain and later learns that another
chain is longer, it immediately switches to the longest chain. If there is more than one
longest chain, each node considers the first chain it receives as the longest one. To ensure
a global agreement on the state of the blocks, many blockchain systems depend on an
underlying consensus mechanism which is Byzantine fault-tolerant (BFT).

2.2.1 Permissionless Blockchain and BFT Protocols

In a permissionless blockchain, anyone can join as a user to send transactions or act as a
node that participates in the consensus protocol. Malicious actors can have multiple fake
identities to cast faulty votes and modify the content of blocks. This type of attack is
referred to as a Sybil attack [21]. Permissionless BFT protocols have been using various
techniques such as Proof-Of-Work [61] and Proof-Of-Stake [27] to overcome that problem.

Bitcoin

Blockchain was first introduced by Nakamoto in 2008 in the white paper of Bitcoin [61].
The blockchain in Bitcoin stores the exchange of digital coins from one user to another.
Each block has a constant magic number of 0xD9B4BEF9, a blocksize which is the number
of bytes in the block, a block header, and a list of valid transactions represented by a
Merkle-tree. Each transaction is a data structure that represents a transfer of digital coins
between two or more users. It contains the list of inputs, outputs, and scripts that specify
the transaction’s source, destination, and the condition for the transfer to happen. The
header of a block contains a cryptographic hash of its parent block, Merkle-tree root hash,
timestamp, nBits (difficulty target), nonce, and block version [80] (see Figure 2.1). The
block version field helps nodes keep track of changes and updates throughout the protocol.
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Figure 2.2: Bitcoin transaction structure

The timestamp field is an estimate of the block creation time. A Merkle-tree is a tree of
hashes, and each leaf in the tree stores the hash of a transaction. Only the root of the tree is
included in the block header. This data structure allows efficient query operations: checking
whether a transaction is in the block takes logarithmic time. The previous block hash is a
hash of the most recently added block of the blockchain, calculated by applying the SHA-
256 cryptographic function twice on the previous block-header. With this design, modifying
any transaction in a block will probabilistically change its hash. As a consequence, that
will change the previous block hash fields in every subsequent block. This modification
is hard to make, and the probability for an adversary to alter a transaction is very low.
As shown in [61], if the hashing power of an adversary in Bitcoin is 10% and there are 5
blocks linked after a block B, the probability for the adversary to create a longer chain and
invalidate block B is 0.1%. Hence, in practice, the transactions in a block are considered
valid and completed if the block has at least 5 subsequent blocks appended after it.

To participate in the network, each user must own a Bitcoin wallet, which contains
one private key and one public key to verify their identity. Each wallet has an address
to receive transactions from other users, and the address is a hashed version of the public
key. The private key is kept secret and used to encrypt data sent to other users. There
are typically two phases involved in the digital signature. The first phase is signing: the
sender encrypts the data they want to send using their private key. The second phase is
verification: another node ensures that it was the sender that encrypted the data. Bitcoin
uses the elliptic curve digital signature algorithm (ECDSA) [31] for signing and verifying
digital signatures.

Unlike in the traditional banking system, there is no concept of account in the Bitcoin
blockchain. To check one’s balance, we go through every block and sum up the number
of coins that are sent to a Bitcoin wallet and not yet spent. A transaction is considered
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spent if its hash is an input of another transaction in a subsequent block. To send a
transaction to a receiver, a sender creates a transaction and defines the list of inputs and
outputs. The inputs are represented on a list of unspent transactions owned by the sender,
and the outputs include a list of addresses of the recipients and the number of transferred
coins. After the sender encrypts a transaction, it sends the transaction to a mem pool.
Miners compete with each other to get the right to add a new block to the blockchain.
The successful miner obtains a batch of transactions from the mem pool, forms a block,
and broadcasts it to other nodes in the network. Each node acts independently to decide
whether the new block is valid. After 5 subsequent blocks, the transaction is considered
valid, and the receiver can spend the coins by including the transaction hash in the input
list of another transaction.

Bitcoin solved the BFT problem using Proof-Of-Work, where a participant’s vote is not
based on their number of identities but their computational power. Any Proof-Of-Work
scheme involves a puzzle that is difficult to solve but trivial to verify the answer. For
each Bitcoin block that a miner mines, it gets a certain amount of Bitcoin as a reward.
In Bitcoin, the puzzle for miners is to calculate the hash of the block and adjust the
nonce, which is a 32-bit field in the block header. After appending the nonce to the hashed
contents of the block and then rehashing the result, we must get a number that is smaller or
equal to the target value in the most recent block appended to the chain. Bitcoin uses the
SHA-256 hash function, and the strategy to find a correct nonce is to try different nonces
until we find a correct one. That is a random process that requires computational effort,
so any adversary that wishes to alter a transaction content must invest in computational
power. This is referred to as the 51% attack [9], where one or a group of miners own
more than 50% of the total computational power of the network. This group can disrupt
the Bitcoin payment system, prevent new transactions from gaining confirmation, reverse
transactions in previously mined blocks, and double-spend coins.

Algorand

Algorand [27] is a high-performance permissionless blockchain system that uses a new
Byzantine Agreement (BA*) protocol [27]. All users in the Algorand network use BA*
to reach consensus on the next valid block to append to the blockchain. BA* uses veri-
fiable random functions [55] (VRFs) to randomly and non-interactively select a subset of
participants (a committee) to decide the outcome in each step. Algorand offers four main
features:

- Weighted users (i.e., Proof-of-Weight): Sybil attacks are easy to launch in a system
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that cheaply generates identities. To avoid them, Algorand weights each user by the
number of coins in their account. BA* guarantees consensus when honest users own
more than 2/3 of the total user weight. Hence, it is only possible for an adversary to
attack the system if they possess more than 1/3 of the total number of coins.

- Using committees: To scale the system, Algorand uses committees to reach consen-
sus in each step of the protocol. In each step, it uses the BA* to randomly select
a committee, i.e., a small set of users, based on their weights. Then, committee
members must broadcast their messages to other peers in the network. To avoid
the possibility of a targeted attack on a committee member, BA* uses cryptographic
sortition, which lets users determine their eligibility to join a committee by checking
if they obtain a hash value below a certain target.

- Participant replacement: An adversary may choose to attack a committee member
after they broadcast a message. To avoid targeted attacks, BA* replaces committee
members in every step of the protocol. BA* does not keep any private state, and
once a committee member speaks, they immediately become irrelevant to BA*.

Algorand requires a weak synchrony assumption for safety, where the network can be
asynchronous for a long but bounded period. To achieve liveness, Algorand requires a
strong synchronous assumption and assumes that most of the honest nodes communicate
with each other in a bounded time. Under this assumption, Algorand prevents an adversary
from creating network partitions or controlling a group of honest users. To recover liveness,
Algorand assumes all users have loosely synchronized clocks so that they can kick off the
recovery at approximately the same time.

When a user receives some messages, it broadcasts those messages to the surrounding
peers via a gossip protocol. To initiate each round, all peers run the cryptographic sortition
algorithm to create a committee. Each member of this committee proposes one block.
Other users will wait to receive the proposed blocks and only keep the block with the
highest priority. The priority of a block is obtained by hashing the output hash h of the
VRF function concatenated with the sub-user index. After that, the users who received
some blocks will initiate BA*. If an adversary proposes a block with the highest priority
in a round, they can propose an empty block and prevent any transactions from being
confirmed. However, this happens with a probability of at most 1 − t, where t is the
proportion of honest users. By Algorand’s assumption, at least t > 2/3 of the weighted
users are honest. BA* runs in 2 phases. The first phase is called Reduction, where the
committee members reach consensus on either a proposed block or an empty one. The
second phase is BinaryBA(), where all users decide on either an empty block or the block
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passed from the reduction phase. However, a major drawback of Proof-of-Weight is the lack
of incentive and its strong synchrony assumption for liveness. It does not give participants
any reward to participate in a committee.

2.2.2 Permissioned Blockchain and BFT Protocols

As shown in the previous section, to preserve the anonymous property of a permissionless
blockchain, its consensus protocol has to be resilient against Sybil attacks, which creates
some overhead. For example, a Proof-Of-Work scheme requires a large amount of com-
putational power. In June 2018, the yearly energy consumption of Bitcoin was estimated
to be between 15 and 50 TWh [38]. Another approach is using a Proof-Of-Stake scheme
which is used by Ethereum 2.0 [24] and Algorand [27]. In Proof-Of-Stake, there is a group
of validators that mine the blocks. To determine the mining power, a validator “stakes”
its coins to validate a block. The more stakes it gives, the higher chance it gets the right
to decide the next block to append to the chain. When an attacker tries to validate an
invalid block, it loses its stake and is not allowed to validate future blocks. To avoid the
richest member having centralized power, there are different variants to the Proof-Of-Stake
scheme, such as randomized block selection and coin-age-based selection [33, 35]. A Proof-
Of-Stake protocol generally requires less power consumption, provides higher throughput
and lower latency than Proof-of-Work. However, it can be challenging at bootstrapping to
convince a new validator about the validity of the chain [27].

Unlike permissionless blockchains, in a permissioned blockchain, the set of participants
is identified and controlled. A permissioned blockchain can be a suitable fit where par-
ticipants are willing to share their identities, although they may not need to trust each
other. In the next section, I will take a look at RedBelly [17], a promising permissioned
blockchain under development, and RCanopus [32], an ordering service for permissioned
blockchains. Some notable permissioned blockchains that are not discussed in this thesis
include HyperLedger Fabric [3] and Ripple [67].

RedBelly

Red Belly Blockchain [17] is a blockchain system built on top of the consensus protocol
DBFT [16]. It allows transactions submitted by public nodes, and a set of private nodes
aggregate them into blocks and decide their order. Unlike traditional BFT protocols, it
can scale up to 1000 processes across different regions and claim a transaction finality
within 3 seconds. With 1000 processes across 14 regions on AWS, it achieves up to 30000
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transactions per second with a latency around 3100ms [17]. For future work, Red Belly
should be able to identify and punish misbehavior and gives rewards to honest nodes.

The set of n private nodes that participate in validating blocks is recorded in the genesis
block, and they reach consensus using the DBFT protocol. The public nodes propose the
transactions to the blockchain through the n private nodes. At every round, a subset of
n′ nodes, named a configuration, participate in the consensus protocol. The nodes in this
configuration validate transactions using the ECDSA algorithm [31], and they may reach
agreement on reconfiguration and renew the memberships of the subset.

The core of Red Belly Blockchain is its leaderless consensus protocol, DBFT [16]. In
DBFT, the participating nodes run asynchronously and sequentially, meaning they process
requests at their own speed and do not know about the progress of the others, but execute
the steps in the same order. When nodes run asynchronously, the system achieves the
safety property. To ensure the consensus termination property (i.e., liveness), the system
operates under a partial synchrony assumption: After a finite time, there is an upper
bound on message transfer and process computation delays. When there are n nodes in
the system, it is secure when there are at most t < n

3
Byzantine failure nodes. In DBFT,

the authors introduced a binary Byzantine consensus Psync where the decision is either
True or False. Psync does not use signatures or randomization, terminates in O(1) message
delays when all non-failing processes propose the same value, and in O(t) message delays
otherwise. DBFT relies on a reduction from multivalue consensus to Psync to build a
consensus algorithm for blockchains.

RCanopus

RCanopus [32] is a scalable, leaderless distributed consensus protocol that ensures that
live nodes in a system agree on an ordered sequence of operations. This can be used as
an ordering service for permissioned blockchains such as HyperLedger [3]. This work is an
extended version of Canopus [65] that deals with Byzantine failures. The key idea is to
use a virtual tree overlay for organizing participants, thus disseminating messages to limit
network traffic across oversubscribed links. This hierarchical structure helps break down
the consensus into smaller independent chunks where it is more efficient to reach consensus.
To achieve safety and liveness, RCanopus requires synchrony within datacenters and weak
synchrony across datacenters.

There are 2 layers in RCanopus: SuperLeafs (SL) and Byzantine Groups (BG). Each
SL lets a leader participate in the BFT consensus protocol and replicate the result to the
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other nodes within its SL. A BG is a group of several geographically proximate SLs. BGs
enable RCanopus consensus to execute in parallel and thus improves throughput.

The RCanopus protocol runs in cycles. During a consensus cycle, the protocol deter-
mines the order of pending transaction requests and performs the requests in the same
order at every node in the group. There are 3 phases in each cycle. In round 1, nodes
within each SL reach consensus on a transaction block. Clients send transactions to the
servers in SLs, and servers group those transactions into a block. Then, each SL elects a
server as a leader to participate in round 2. In round 2, the elected SL leaders commit
the transactions within each BG using an existing BFT protocol such as PBFT [10], BFT-
SMART [6], or SBFT [28]. In a system with n = 3f + 1 processes, these protocols allow f
Byzantine failures and thus require at least 2f + 1 SL leaders to commit a block. Round
3 is the exchange of transactions across remote BGs. The SLs in one BG independently
fetch BFT results from BGs in different regions and replicate the results within each SL.

For an RCanopus system to scale well, it is important to design the leaf-only tree
carefully. The time it takes to complete the operations within an SL is less than the
round-trip time between SLs. In the RCanopus paper [32], the authors discussed several
possible faults that RCanopus can tolerate, such as Byzantine fault.

2.3 Sharded Blockchain Protocols

Figure 2.3 describes a typical sharding mechanism where each color represents a shard.
In some protocols, one node can participate in multiple shards. The nodes in each shard
accept transactions from clients, propose blocks and reach agreement using an intra-shard
consensus, generally a Byzantine Fault Tolerant (BFT) [42] protocol. Ideally, the nodes in
each shard are geographically proximate to each other but located in different data centers
to increase the efficiency and safety of each shard. Then, for transactions that require
cross-shard validation (e.g., a transaction whose inputs are from two shards), the protocol
requires a cross-shard mechanism to ensure there is no double-spent transaction.

Recent works have been focusing more on sharding in permissionless blockchain systems.
An example of a sharded permissioned blockchain is RSCoin [19]. However, it was designed
to work with centralized banking systems, relied on a centralized point of authority, and
did not consider the Byzantine environment. In general, there is more study for sharding
in permissionless blockchains since the network is often geographically distributed and
the number of participants is big. In this section, I summarize some of the most well-
known sharding techniques used in permissionless blockchains and discuss their scalability,
performance, and issues.
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The nodes are partitioned into 4 shards represented by 4 colors: red, green, blue and
yellow. In some sharding protocols, it is possible for one node to participate in multiple
shards. Each shard runs an intra-shard consensus to compute a blockchain within each
shard, and the protocol requires a mechanism to validate cross-shard transactions.

Figure 2.3: A typical sharding mechanism in blockchain.

2.3.1 Elastico

Elastico is a distributed agreement protocol for permissionless blockchains [50]. Elastico
aims to solve the scalability problem by merging two paradigms: sharding and Byzantine
fault-tolerant transactions. It is the first secure sharding protocol in Byzantine settings.
In Elastico, incoming transactions are partitioned into shards. Each shard is verified in
parallel by disjoint committees of nodes.

Elastico proceeds in epochs, each epoch has 5 steps: 1 Identity establishment and
committee formation; 2 Overlay setup for committees; 3 Intra-committee consensus; 4

Final consensus broadcast; 5 Epoch randomness generation. Nodes can not be allowed
to choose a committee to join since this would allow adversaries to overpower some par-
ticular shards. In the first step, to join the network, a node must solve a Proof-Of-Work
puzzle, and then their identity is established. Each node must find a nonce, similarly
to what the miners do in Bitcoin [61]. The ID is derived from a hash function as fol-
lows: ID = H(EpochRandomness, IP, Public key, Nonce) < D, where D is the difficulty,
EpochRandomness is a random number generated every epoch by the consensus commit-
tee, the IP and public key are inputs from the node, and the nonce is the puzzle that the
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node must solve. Then, Elastico fairly distributes identities to committees using the last k
bits of their ID. In step 2, to broadcast all identities, Elastico takes a hierarchical approach
and uses directory committees. The first C identities become directory servers, where C
is the number of committees and hardcoded in a global configuration file. Each commit-
tee must have at least C members. The other nodes send their identities to directories
and directories broadcast the list of identities. This way reduces the number of messages
from O(N2) to O(NC). In step 3, once the committees are established, an existing BFT
protocol such as PBFT is used to reach consensus within each committee (i.e., intra-shard
consensus). Each transaction requires signatures from more than half of the committee
members and then the value is sent to the final consensus committee. In step 4, a final
committee is formed. Committee members in the final committee verify every transaction
using a Byzantine consensus protocol and in step 5, the final committee runs a distributed
commit-and-xor scheme to generate EpochRandomness for the next epoch. The downside
of Elastico lies in the unscalability of PBFT as the intra-shard consensus protocol and the
weakness of the commit-and-xor scheme to generate EpochRandomness [78], which are
improved in OmniLedger and RapidChain.

2.3.2 OmniLedger

OmniLedger aims to be a secure permissionless distributed ledger that provides scalability
and performance on par with centralized payment systems such as Visa [37]. OmniLedger
consists of multiple shards, combining different techniques such as RandHound [70], cryp-
tographic sortition [27], ByzCoinX (OmniLedger’s enhanced version of ByzCoin [36]), and
Atomix (OmniLedger’s novel two-step atomic commit protocol) to ensure security and
correctness within and across shards while achieving high performance and scalability.

Validators are nodes that verify there is no double-spent transaction in blocks. To
securely shard validators, OmniLedger uses a global identity blockchain and a distributed
randomness generation protocol. Similarly to what happens in step 1 of an Elastico epoch
(see Section 2.3.1), validators who wish to join OmniLedger have to first register to the
identity blockchain. Their identities and respective proofs are broadcast on the gossip
network. Similarly to Elastico, validators themselves can not be allowed to choose a shard
to join. When validators are assigned randomly, with high probability malicious nodes
are distributed evenly in all shards. In OmniLedger, the source of randomness comes from
RandHound [70] and cryptographic sortition. At the beginning of each epoch, OmniLedger
uses RandHound to assign new validators and reassign existing validators to new shards
and groups within shards. The number of groups in each shard is specified in a shard pol-
icy file. RandHound is a large-scale distributed protocol that “provides publicly-verifiable,
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unpredictable, and unbiasable randomness against Byzantine adversaries.” RandHound
requires a leader, so OmniLedger utilizes cryptographic sortition, which is based on veri-
fiable random functions VRFs [55], to randomly select a leader at the beginning of each
epoch. The leader requests a collective signature and appends the block to the identity
blockchain if the block is valid (i.e., endorsed by at least 2/3 of the validators).

Each shard runs ByzCoinX internally to reach consensus. ByzCoinX is a protocol
based on ByzCoin [36] with enhanced performance and robustness. ByzCoin uses a tree
communication pattern to distribute blocks and provides a slow-path for fault-tolerance.
OmniLedger introduces a new communication pattern to increase robustness but trades off
some scalability. OmniLedger modifies the message propagation mechanism and chooses
a leader in each group. Each group leader is responsible for managing communication
between the protocol leader and the respective group. During the setup described above,
validators are evenly assigned to not only every shard, but also each group within the
shards. Transactions that do not conflict and have no UTXO dependencies can be processed
in parallel. To process transactions across shards atomically, OmniLedger uses a Byzantine
Shard Atomic Commit protocol named Atomix. In the first phase (Initialize), a cross-shard
transaction is created and gossiped on the network, and eventually reaches all input shards.
In the second phase (Lock), each input shard validates the transaction to ensure the input
has not been spent. In the third phase (Unlock), the client unlocks-to-commit if all shards
accept the transaction and unlocks-to-abort otherwise.

Compared to Elastico, OmniLedger provides a more secure mechanism to assign nodes
to shards, proposes an atomic protocol for inter-shard communication, and further reduces
communication overheads. However, there are several problems that OmniLedger has yet
to solve. OmniLedger requires a trusted setup to generate an initial configuration to seed
VRF. Clients must actively participate in cross-shard transactions, and malicious clients
can cause infinite blocking in the lock and unlock phases.

2.3.3 Rapid Chain

RapidChain is the first full-sharding-based permissionless blockchain protocol that is Byzan-
tine fault-tolerant and requires no trusted setup [79]. It achieves high throughput and good
scalability by using a novel intra-committee consensus algorithm. RapidChain has 3 main
phases: Bootstrap, Consensus, and Reconfiguration. The bootstrap phase is executed only
once at the beginning. Then, RapidChain proceeds in epochs, each epoch consists of one
Consensus phase and one Reconfiguration phase. RapidChain bootstraps by choosing a
root group that consists of O(

√
n) nodes, where n is the total number of nodes. This group
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creates and distributes a sequence of random bits used to establish a reference committee of
size O(log n). Then, the reference committee creates k random committees (shards), each
committee has m = c log n members where n is the number of nodes, and c is a security
parameter typically set to 20. In every epoch, nodes that want to join or stay must solve a
Proof-Of-Work puzzle, which is randomly generated every epoch. The referenced commit-
tee verifies their solutions, produces a reference block with the list of all active nodes and
their committees, and sends the block to all other committees. To make reconfiguration
secure and protected against a slowly-adaptive Byzantine adversary, RapidChain builds on
the Cuckoo rule [68], which is a selective random shuffling mechanism. This makes it hard
for adversaries to target a specific committee. Once committees are formed (or reformed),
within each committee, an intra-committee consensus protocol is used to reach consensus.
The protocol is built on a gossiping protocol to propagate the messages (e.g., transactions
and blocks) among committee members, and a synchronous consensus protocol to agree on
the header and hash of the block. The gossiping protocol is derived from the Information
Dispersal Algorithm (IDA) and the erasure coding mechanism. A large message is divided
into chunks, including one parity chunk. A Merkle-tree is built and uses the chunks as
leaves. Each neighbor receives a unique subset of chunks and their Merkle-proofs. The
IDA-Gossip protocol reduces communication overhead and is faster than reliable broad-
cast protocols. However, it is not reliable and requires a consensus protocol to run on the
root to achieve consistency. The consensus protocol used in RapidChain is a variant of
Abraham et al.’s Efficient Synchronous Byzantine Consensus [1].

Transactions whose inputs and outputs are from different committees require cross-
shard verification. The input committees of a transaction store the inputs of the transaction
and the output committees are chosen based on the hash of the transaction id. Cross-shard
communication in RapidChain uses the Kademlia routing algorithm. Each node stores
information about their committee members and log log n nodes in each of their log n
closest committees. When a message arrives, all nodes in the sender committee send it to
all nodes they know. Each receiver invokes the IDA-gossip protocol to send the message
to their committee members. Compared to Elastico and OmniLedger, RapidChain does
not require a trusted setup and further improves the performance. However, it still relies
on synchrony for liveness and there is no incentive mechanism for active nodes.

2.3.4 Learnings

As we observe from the sharding protocols in Section 2.3, BFT protocols for permission-
less blockchains such as Proof-Of-Work and Proof-Of-Stake are widely used to establish
identities and allow nodes to join/rejoin the network. In order to maintain the security
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of a sharded blockchain system, it is essential to prevent shard takeovers. A node cannot
be allowed to choose a particular shard to join, otherwise, malicious nodes can take over
a shard and corrupt the corresponding portion of data. Therefore, randomness generation
protocols such as RandHound are used to distribute nodes randomly. As a result, the
percentage of malicious nodes in each shard is roughly equal. Once shards are established,
BFT algorithms are used to reach consensus and validate transactions within and across
all shards.

Cross-shard transactions are a major factor that creates the overhead of data transmis-
sion among shards, thus they degrade the system throughput and increase confirmation la-
tency. Sharded blockchains have two major approaches to handle cross-shard transactions.
The first approach is to build a full-mesh connection among nodes (e.g., OmniLedger [37]
and RapidChain [79]). Verifying a cross-shard transaction requires communication between
the validators in different shards. OmniLedger proposes the Atomix protocol, where clients
are in charge of exchanging cross-shard transactions. Clients must get proof-of-acceptance
from all of the input shards to lock the input transactions and send the transactions and
their proofs to the output shards. RapidChain optimizes the Atomix protocol by proposing
a three-way confirmation mechanism. Each committee in each shard maintains a routing
table of log2 n committees to improve the communication among shards. This approach,
although it spreads out the storage and avoids a computation bottleneck in the main chain,
can bring communication overhead and security challenges. It generally requires nodes to
periodically reshuffle into new shards and download the ledger of the new shard they are
being reshuffled to. Since the transactions are separated into different chains, if a shard
is controlled by an adversary, other shards can no longer validate transactions that have
dependencies on the attacked shard.

Another approach is to store a global root chain, such as in Elastico [50] and the
ongoing Ethereum 2.0 [25]. After the nodes in each shard finalize and reach consensus on
local transactions, some of the nodes will send them to the final committee, and the final
block is stored in a global ledger. In Ethereum 2.0, the global chain - the beacon chain
- ensures that the transactions in all shards are in sync and discards any double-spent
transaction. The shards increase parallelism, while the root chain handles cross-shard
transactions. Comparing to the first approach, this approach reduces the overhead of data
migration when handling cross-shard transactions, and the system maintains correctness
even when one shard is controlled by an adversary. Besides, nodes can join shards without
the need to reshuffle.

The second approach brings a question of how to combine the blocks in different shards
to obtain the main chain. In Chapter 3, I will examine two approaches to interleave blocks,
referred to as strong temporal coupling and weak temporal coupling.
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Chapter 3

Interleaving Blocks in a Sharded
Permissioned Blockchain

1

As discussed in Section 2.3.4, it is important that a sharded blockchain can efficiently
support cross-shard transactions. A notable approach is to build a global main chain
replicated among validators (e.g., Ethereum 2.0 [25], Elastico [50], and RCanopus [32]).
Each shard independently maintains and processes disjoint subsets of transactions, while
the main chain maintains the total order of transactions.

In this chapter, I discuss two different methods to interleave blocks from different
shards to build a global main chain, referring to them as strong temporal coupling and
weak temporal coupling. This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 explains the
difference and trade-offs between the two methods of interleaving. Section 3.2 discusses
the design of our shared permissioned blockchain2 where we examine the performance of
interleaving blocks using strong and weak temporal coupling methods. We use EPaxos
[58] as the replicated ordering service for the blockchain. This blockchain system follows
the UTXO format, which is similar to what Elastico, OmniLedger, and RapidChain uses
and different from the account balance model in Ethereum 2.0. Section 3.3 discusses in
detail the implementation decisions and the changes that I have made compared to the
key-value store application in EPaxos [58]. Finally, in Section 3.4, I discuss the set-up of
the experiments to compare the performance of the two interleaving methods.

1Some parts of this chapter were developed jointly by me, Mr. Mao and Dr. Golab for a poster paper
at ICBC 2020 [51]

2The main design ideas were influenced by RCanopus [32] and BoscoChain [72]
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A1	 A2	 …	Shard	A	

B1	 B2	 …	Shard	B	

C1	 C2	 …	Shard	C	

A1	 B1	 C1	 …	Main	chain	 A2	 B2	 C2	

C1	 B1	 C2	 …	Main	chain	 A1	 A2	 B2	

a.	Strong	temporal	coupling	

b.	Weak	temporal	coupling	

In strong temporal coupling, nodes predetermine the order of blocks. In weak temporal
coupling, nodes interleave blocks dynamically.

Figure 3.1: Methods of interleaving

3.1 Methods of Interleaving

Strong temporal coupling refers to the scenario where all the nodes interleave blocks in a
fixed, round-robin order. An example of strong temporal coupling is RCanopus, where the
nodes decide the global order of transaction blocks using a cycle-based consensus [32]. As
described in Figure 3.1, suppose we have three shards A, B, C, and each has their chunk
of blocks. In strong temporal coupling, every node agrees on the order of the shards. For
example, in Figure 3.1, the order is A, B, C. Each node pulls blocks in cycles, and in cycle
i, each node pulls the i -th blocks from all the shards in the predetermined order. On the
other hand, in the weak temporal coupling, the blocks are interleaved dynamically. All the
nodes must have an additional layer of communication to reach consensus on the order of
blocks.

The strong temporal coupling approach can guarantee consistency if there is no Byzan-
tine failure. All the nodes can interleave independently without communicating with other
peers. However, the system stops making progress if a shard becomes unavailable or stops
growing. On the contrary, the weak temporal coupling method can guarantee consistency
even if some shards are unavailable. However, it requires an additional layer of consensus.

Using the strong temporal coupling method requires the system to keep track of the
growing rates of the shards or another mechanism to prevent the system from stalling.
Ethereum 2.0 [24] and Elastico [50] use a weak temporal coupling mechanism to order
blocks from different shards.
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3.2 System Architecture

We design a prototype in Golang to compare the performance between strong and weak
temporal coupling [51]. There are three layers of components in our system architecture:
Clients, Front-end (FE) servers, and Back-end (BE) servers, as shown in Figure 3.2. Clients
send transactions to front-end servers. Front-end servers verify and aggregate transactions,
then they submit blocks of transactions to back-end servers. We have multiple groups of
back-end servers, each group acts as a shard, and each shard reaches consensus using
EPaxos [58, 59]. Once each shard receives blocks from front-end servers, it fills the times-
tamp field of the block header, then EPaxos orders and replicates blocks. Then the blocks
are sent to and interleaved by the front-end servers. In strong temporal coupling, the order
of shards is predetermined and all front-end servers interleave the blocks in that order. In
weak temporal coupling, the front-end servers reach consensus on the order of blocks using
EPaxos (Figure 3.2).

Current blockchains depend on expensive consensus mechanisms to achieve consistent
replication. These consensus mechanisms pose performance bottlenecks due to sacrificing
performance for Byzantine fault tolerance [14]. As analyzed in [29], turning off PBFT in
Hyperledger Fabric and Proof-of-Work in private Ethereum, the throughputs are almost
doubled, and the latency is reduced by half. To show the difference between the two
methods of interleaving, we pick EPaxos as the ordering service. EPaxos is an open-
source, leader-less Paxos-based algorithm that achieves crash-fault tolerance. An EPaxos
shard with three replicas can process up to 25000 1KB-long requests per second when
state machine replicas and clients use two 64-bit virtual cores with 2 EC2 Compute Units
each and 7.5 GB of memory [58, 59]. Although EPaxos is not Byzantine fault-tolerant,
by reducing the bottleneck of the consensus protocol, we expect to observe a larger gap
in performance between the two methods of interleaving. We also encapsulate the services
provided by the back-end and front-end nodes so that in the future works, we can feasibly
switch to a different ordering service.

We follow the block and transaction format of Bitcoin with some simplifications, as
described in Figures 3.3 and 3.4. There is no chain code or personalized script, and each
transaction is a transfer of coins from one user to another. In Bitcoin, a sender can send a
portion of a coin to a receiver and the remainder goes to themselves. The sender may have
to pay some transaction fee to the miner. In our system, there is no transaction fee, each
transaction has one input and one output, and each transaction represents the transfer of
one coin from the input address to the output address. This is a simplified transaction
model but sufficient for comparing strong and weak temporal coupling methods. Similar
to Bitcoin, the block id is included in coinbase transactions. Since all the fields of coinbase
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Epaxos	 Epaxos	

Epaxos	

Frontend	server	

Epaxos	 Epaxos	
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Frontend	server	 Frontend	server	

Client		 Client		 Client		 Client		 Client		 Client		

Clients	send	transac3ons	to	a	FE	node	

BE	node	sends	blocks	to	an	FE	node	

FE	node	sends	blocks	to	a	BE	node		

G …	 G …	 G …	

G …Replicated	global	main	chain	 G … G …

Each back-end node has a chain containing a subset of transactions; the first block of
each chain is denoted as G. Three back-end nodes form a shard that runs EPaxos to
replicate the chain. After front-end servers receive blocks from shards, they validate the
transactions. Front-end servers interleave blocks using either strong temporal coupling or
weak temporal coupling methods to obtain the global main chain.

Figure 3.2: System design for comparing methods of interleaving.

transactions sent to a receiver are the same, the block ids are necessary to differentiate
the hashes of coinbase transactions. The coin is an unspent transaction, and only the
owner can spend it. Each user has an ECDSA public/private key pair and is identified
by a unique address, which is the SHA-256 hash of the user’s public key. Each block
consists of a timestamp, a previous block hash, and a list of at least 1 transaction and
up to 1000 transactions. The timestamp is assigned by the shard when it receives the
block, and the previous block hash is the hash of the most recent block in the global root
chain. Each transaction contains the information sent by the sender S, including their a

public key, b digital signature, c address, d the input unspent transaction hash, and
e the receiver R’s address. We use the ECDSA algorithm and S’s private key to sign d ,

generating b for validation. We keep a hash map of all the unspent transactions, and each
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Figure 3.3: Block structure
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Signature
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** Block id is included in coinbase
transactions

Figure 3.4: Transaction structure

transaction is validated before it is appended to the main chain of blocks. We use function
validateInputs() (see Figure 3.5) to make sure that the inputs of the transactions are not
yet spent and there is no double-spent transaction within each block. Using a , b and the
unspent transaction map, we verify that S is the receiver of d , the transaction is unspent,
and b is signed by S using ECDSA. If all of these conditions are satisfied, we append
the transaction to the main chain of blocks. Otherwise, we discard the transaction. This
transaction model is termed as an unspent transaction output model, short for UTXO,
which is commonly used in blockchain systems [3, 26, 61].

Each client, front-end, and back-end node has a host and a port number, and nodes
communicate with each other using gRPC. A client node is designed to mimic multiple users.
Each client has multiple goroutines (lightweight threads in Go), where each goroutine

represents a user trying to send a coin to another user in the same client. Each goroutine

stores a pair of private and public keys, and a pool of UTXO hashes. As in Bitcoin, the
address of a user is defined as the hash of their public key, alongside a version and a prefix.
Currently, in Bitcoin, this prefix is either 1 or 3, which respectively represent Pay-To-
Public-Hash and Pay-To-Script-Hash types of transactions [60]. Each goroutine acts as
a sender, pulls an unspent transaction hash from its pool of UTXO hashes to generate
a transaction, sends it to an FE server, and waits for a response. After a transaction is
validated, the FE server reports whether the transaction is appended successfully to the
main chain, or discarded. If the transaction succeeds, the FE server sends the transaction
hash to the sender, and the transaction hash is pushed to the pool of UTXO hashes of the
receiving user. After processing the response, the sender continues spending more coins.
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In the prototype, the sender and the receiver are always in the same client process to
minimize the communication overhead among different clients.

Each FE server acts as an intermediary between clients and BE servers. Each FE server
concurrently receives and saves the input transactions from multiple clients. It batches and
inserts the transactions into a block, and then sends the block to the closest shard. Each
shard is implemented using an EPaxos state machine with three replicas, where each replica
is a BE server. Once a quorum of BE servers in a shard reach consensus, modify the block
header and store the block, one of them sends the response to the FE server. Meanwhile,
some concurrent goroutines in the FE server continue pulling the blocks stored in shards.
For the strong coupling method, another goroutine in the FE server interleaves the pulled
blocks in a fixed order. For the weak coupling method, the FE servers run another EPaxos
state machine for interleaving blocks. Each FE server proposes the pulled blocks and waits
for the other FE servers to agree on its proposal. Once the FE servers reach consensus, the
block is confirmed and appended to the main chain. In both cases, all FE servers compute
the same main chain of blocks.

3.3 Implementation

In EPaxos [58] and their open-source code base [59], the authors evaluate the protocol
in the context of a key-value store. Clients send updates (read or write) requests to the
servers, which replicate the key-value store using EPaxos. In this section, I discuss the
changes I have made to EPaxos to make it feasible to replicate blocks and transactions, as
well as provide the pseudo-code of the system.

3.3.1 Protocol Buffers and gRPC

EPaxos uses a custom message encoding with net/rpc, the Go standard library, for the
communication among nodes within a shard and the client-server communication [59]. In
net/rpc library, each request is independent, where a client writes one request to the server
and receives one response. Even though net/rpc is easy to set up and allows customized
message encoding, I observe that this is not a good fit for our blockchain system and creates
performance bottlenecks. Unlike the key-value store example in EPaxos, each client in
our blockchain protocol continuously sends transactions to a front-end server. Front-end
servers and back-end servers frequently exchange messages: Front-end servers periodically
batch transactions into blocks and send them to back-end servers, while back-end servers
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distribute blocks to front-end servers. We need an RPC protocol that allows data streaming
to improve the utilization of connections. net/rpc does not support streaming, so I change
the protocol to gRPC (general Remote Procedure Call), a high-performance RPC framework
developed at Google.

gRPC is a remote procedure call running over HTTP/2.0 [47]. It allows services to
communicate and run functions on different machines efficiently. When a client wants
to call a method in a server, it creates a local object that stubs the implementation of
the methods of the corresponding service in the server. The client sends a gRPC request
with the method name and parameters, wrapped inside a protocol buffer message, to the
server. After decoding the client request, the server processes the client call, executes the
service method, and possibly sends the result back to the client. Compared to net/rpc,
gRPC supports net/context and net/trace, which in turn allow clients to cancel pending
requests, set timeout and deadline, and trace RPC requests and long-lived objects [46].
Besides, we can easily change the fields of the objects without the need to implement
customized message encodings.

gRPC is compatible with various serialization formats, including Thrift, JSON, and
Flatbuffers [47]. However, in this design, I choose to use Protocol Buffer [48], a serialization
mechanism developed by Google and the default Interface Definition Language (IDL) of
gRPC. Compared to other formats such as JSON, protocol buffer provides a lightweight
message in binary format. Protocol buffer automatically generates client and server-side
stubs after we define services in a .proto file. I implement all client requests and server
responses as protocol buffer objects.

gRPC can provide efficient processing service through multiplexed streams, where multi-
ple requests can be processed with a single connection. gRPC supports four types of service
methods: 1 Unary RPCs: Similar to a typical function call, clients send a single request
and receive a single response. 2 Server streaming RPCs: Clients send a single request to
the server. gRPC establishes a one-directional stream from the server to the client where the
server keeps sending messages to the client. 3 Client streaming RPCs: gRPC establishes
a one-directional stream from the client to the server where the client continues sending
messages to the server. The server reads incoming requests and returns a response when
there are no more messages (e.g., after receiving an EOF message). And 4 bidirectional
streaming RPCs: A bidirectional stream is established between a client and a server, which
allows both sides to read and write messages independently. In our blockchain protocol,
I set up a bidirectional stream between each user and front-end server, and let back-end
servers send blocks to front-end servers via a server streaming RPC. In Chapter 4, I use
a unary RPC to establish connections between full and lightweight front-end servers, a
server streaming RPC to distribute blocks metadata and Bloom filters from full front-end
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servers to lightweight front-end servers, and a bidirectional stream for lightweight front-end
servers to request blocks from full front-end servers.

3.3.2 Concurrency in Go

Go is a programming language developed at Google in 2009 that aims to solve problems
that software engineers at Google encounter in their daily works [45]. Go reduces code
build time, provides easy-to-understand code, and famously supports concurrency via a
built-in mechanism named goroutine and a built-in type channel. goroutine are sim-
ilar to threads, but more lightweight and easy to create as we can execute thousands of
goroutine on a single core. Go channel works as a synchronized FIFO queue, which
multiple goroutines can push to and pull from concurrently. Go channel works well as a
synchronization primitive for intra-process communication among Go goroutines.

As discussed in Section 3.3.1, we mimic the behaviors of multiple users by providing
each user a goroutine. We control the number of users and the throughput of the system
indirectly by adjusting the number of goroutines in each client program. For each user,
I use a Go channel to store their unspent transaction hashes (UTXHash). When a user S
sends a transaction tx to user R, S proposes tx to the front-end server. After it is appended
to the main chain, S pushes the hash of tx to the corresponding UTXHash Go channel of
the recipient R. The efficiency of using Go channel reduces the overhead of exchanging
UTXHashes between users on the client-side.

3.3.3 Functionalities in Front-End Servers

The ease of concurrency control in Golang brings intuition to separate the functionalities
of a system into multiple goroutines. Each front-end server has four tasks that can run in
parallel, and they can communicate with each other using Go channel objects. The four
main tasks are:

1 Receive and verify signatures of proposed transactions from multiple clients. Once
the transaction is appended to the main chain, send a response with the transaction
hash to the client.

2 Aggregate transactions from multiple users to form blocks and send the blocks to a
back-end server.

3 Download blocks from one or more shards.
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4a Interleave downloaded blocks in a pre-determined order to form the main chain (i.e.,
strong temporal coupling), or

4b Propose downloaded blocks to other front-end servers to form the main chain (i.e.,
weak temporal coupling).

Task 1 is an RPC method which is defined in a .proto file. When a client calls this
method via RPC, it kicks off a goroutine to handle the client connection. If transactions
have valid signatures, they are pushed to a channel c0. Periodically, task 2 pulls trans-
actions from channel c0 to form and propose a block to a front-end server. Meanwhile,
task 3 runs in k goroutines to download blocks from shards and push them to channels

c1, ..., ck, where k is equal to the number of shards from which it downloads. Either task
4a or task 4b runs in a concurrent goroutine, pulling transactions from the downloaded
channels c1, ..., ck to form the main chain. Task 1 and task 2 are the producer and
subscriber of the channel c0 of proposed transactions, while task 3 and task 4 are the
producer and subscriber of channels c1, ..., ck of downloaded blocks.

3.3.4 Pseudo-Code Description

Figure 3.5 describes the pseudo-code of the common functions that both strong and weak
coupling FE servers use for functionalities 1 - 3 (see Section 3.3.3). Each FE server has
the input of the host and port numbers of BE servers, where the ith back-end server comes
from the ith shard. In the init() function, the FE server creates connections to BE servers
using the given host and port numbers. It generates a new blockchain β that contains a
genesis block, a new hashmap H that contains unspent transaction hashes, a channel q of
transactions pending to the proposed, and starts a server s that accepts transactions from
clients. As a client sends a gRPC request to s, they kick off a receive tx() goroutine

(Task 1 ). Over a single connection, the client can submit multiple transactions through a
stream of transactions, and the server replies through of stream of transaction hashes. The
client can batch transactions and send them over the stream, and will receive the responses
of the transactions at the same time. In the experiments described in Section 3.4, there
is no batching in this step and each client only sends one transaction to the stream. The
function waits until the transaction hashes appear in H and then informs the sender about
the transactions. The sender waits for the response from the function before letting the
receiver know the transaction hash. In function receive tx(), the channel q works as a
synchronized queue to which proposed transactions are pushed. Function append() (Task
2 ) periodically pulls transactions from q to form blocks and sends them to back-end
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servers. In receive tx(), for each transaction in stream, we check if the input transaction
hash exists in the unspent transaction pool H, and if the receiver address of the unspent
transaction matches the given address and public key. Then, we use the ECDSA algorithm
to verify if the message, which is the signed utxHash, is signed by the owner of the given
public key. ECDSA signature verification creates a performance bottleneck in the system,
so the validation step is executed in a goroutine, denoted as go in the pseudo-code. This
helps the receive tx() function continuously receive transactions and allows transactions
to be verified in parallel. After initializing Π, β, H, s, and q, the init() function kicks
off the append() function in a goroutine. In append(), the FE servers can pick the
destination BE server (e.g., choose the nearest BE server) or send blocks to different BE
servers in a round-robin order. In the experiments described in Section 3.4, the front-end
servers send blocks to the nearest back-end server.

The blockchain β is replicated among all FE servers, so all the β in all FE servers
have the same genesis block. H stores the hashes of unspent transactions, which is
used in Tasks 1 and 4 (i.e., functions receive tx(), and either interleave() or
execute proposal()) to check if a transaction is not yet spent. In Task 4 , after a
block b is validated to have no double-spent transaction, the input transaction hashes of
transactions in b are deleted from H. The FE servers compute the previous transaction
hash of block b and appends block b to the main chain. Then they can safely process the
next block. In a separated goroutine, the hashes of the transactions in b are appended
to H.

Given the back-end shard id i, the get blocks() function creates a server-side stream
that lets a back-end server in shard i continuously distributes blocks to the FE server,
which in turn saves the block to a channel qi. As described in Figure 3.6, a strong-
coupling FE server downloads blocks from all the shards by calling multiple get blocks()

goroutines. As the get blocks() functions push blocks to channels q1, q2, ..., qn, the
interleave() function reads blocks from the channels in an order pre-determined by all
FE servers. If a block b has no double-spent transaction, it is appended to the main chain
β and their transaction hashes are added to H. Meanwhile, as described in Figure 3.7, a
weak-coupling FE server downloads blocks from one shard given an id by calling a single
goroutine get blocks(). It uses EPaxos to connect with other FE servers and proposes
its downloaded blocks. As a weak-coupling FE server receives a block proposal b, it starts
the execute proposal() function that validates the block, adds b to β, and adds their
transaction hashes to H.
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1 Function init(L)
Input : A list of hosts and port numbers L of backend servers

2 Π ← ∅ a global FIFO channel of connections to backend servers
3 foreach host, port ∈ L do
4 con ← TCP connection to backend server at host:port
5 add con to Π

6 end
7 β ← a new global main chain
8 H ← {} a new global unspent transaction hashmap
9 q ← ∅ a new global transaction channel

10 s ← a new server accepting transactions from clients
11 go append(q, Π)

12 end

13 Function receive tx(stream, client, q, H) // Task 1

Input : A stream of transactions from client
The global transaction channel q
The global unspent transaction hashmap H

14 local-q ← ∅ a new local transaction channel
15 while (tx← a transaction from stream) 6= EOF do
16 utxHash, pubKey, sig, msg ← UTX hash, public key, signature, and
17 signed message in tx
18 go:
19 valid ← utxHash ∈ H && utxHash.receiver owns pubKey
20 && ecdsa.verify(pubKey, sig, msg)
21 if valid = TRUE then
22 add tx to local-q
23 add tx to q

24 end

25 end

26 end
27 while local-q not empty do
28 tx ← a transaction in local-q
29 if tx ∈ H then
30 send tx.hash to client
31 remove tx from local-q

32 end

33 end

34 end

35 Function append(q, Π) // Task 2

Input : The global transaction channel q
The global channel Π of connections to backend servers

36 prevTime ← currentTime()
37 while q.size() > 100 or (currentTime() − prevTime) > 100ms do
38 b ← a block created from transactions in q
39 con ← the first connection in Π
40 send b to a backend server using con
41 append con to the end of Π
42 prevTime ← currentTime()

43 end

44 end

continued on next page →
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43 Function get blocks(i, L, qi) // Task 3

Input : The backend server id i
A list of hosts and port numbers L of backend servers
The global channel qi containing blocks downloaded from shard i

44 stream ← a server-side gRPC stream using the host and port numbers in L[i]
45 while TRUE do
46 add (b ← a block from stream) to qi
47 end

48 end

49 Function validateInputs(H, b)

Input : The global unspent transaction hashmap H
A block b

Output: If block b is valid and has no fake/double-spent transaction

50 m ← {} a set of input UTX hashes
51 foreach tx ∈ b do
52 in ← input UTX hash of tx
53 if in /∈ H or in ∈ m then return FALSE // tx is fake/double-spent

54 add in to m

55 end
56 return TRUE

57 end

Figure 3.5: Common functions of strong and weak coupling FE servers

3.4 Evaluation

This section presents the evaluation of the blockchain system using strong and weak cou-
pling methods to interleave blocks. I analyze the peak throughput and latency of the
system in a simulated environment and on Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2).

3.4.1 Simulated Environment

I first experiment in a simulated environment using a 20-core Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6230
CPU @ 2.10GHz. The operating system is Ubuntu 20.04.1 LTS and the Golang version
is go1.13.8 Linux/amd64. The back-end, front-end, and client processes run in separated
cores, and the network latency is simulated using the tc command. There are two settings
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Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code of strong-coupling FE servers

1 Function main(L, #shards)
Input : A list of hosts and port numbers L of backend servers

Number of BE shards #shards
2 Π, β, H, s, q ← init(L)
3 for i ← 1 to #shards do
4 qi ← ∅ a channel containing blocks downloaded from shard i
5 go get blocks(i, L, qi)

6 end
7 go interleave(β, H, q1, q2, ..., qn, #shards)

8 end

9 Function interleave(β, H, q1, q2, ..., qn, #shards) // Task 4a

Input : The global main chain β
The global unspent transaction hashmap H
A list of channels of downloaded blocks q1, q2, ..., qn
Number of BE shards #shards

10 while true do
11 for i ← 1 to #shards do
12 b ← the next block from qi

// If b has a fake/double-spent transaction, discard b

13 if validateInputs(H, b) = FALSE then Go to line 11
// Delete spent transactions

14 foreach tx ∈ b do
15 delete (in ← input UTX hash of tx) from H
16 end

// Append b

17 b.prevTxHash ← the hash of the last block in β
18 append b to the main chain β

// Add new transactions to H in parallel

19 go:
20 foreach tx ∈ b do add tx.hash to H
21 end

22 end

23 end

24 end

Figure 3.6: Strong-coupling front-end servers pseudo-code

shown in Figure 3.8, one using 3 BE shards and the other using 5. In each setting, the
number of front-end servers is equal to the number of shards, and each front-end server
has a dedicated client program that continuously proposes transactions. I use taskset to
assign the number of cores for each component. Each BE server runs in 1 core, each FE
server runs in 4 cores, and each client program runs in 2 cores. The number of cores for each
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Algorithm 2: Pseudo-code of weak-coupling FE servers

// Each weak-coupling FE server has an id id

1 Function main(L, id)
Input : A list of hosts and port numbers L of backend servers

The id of the server
2 Π, β, H, s, q ← init(L)
3 qid ← ∅ a channel containing blocks downloaded from shard id
4 go get blocks(id, L, qid)
5 Γ ← the list of other FE servers connected using EPaxos
6 while TRUE do

7 go propose the next block in qid to Γ // Task 4b : propose a block

8 end

9 end

// Each FE server in Γ executes this function after receiving b

10 Function execute proposal(b, β, H) // Task 4b : process a proposed block

Input : A proposed block b
The global main chain β
The global unspent transaction hashmap H

11 if validateInputs(H, b) = FALSE then return
12 foreach tx ∈ b do
13 delete (in ← input UTX hash of tx) from H
14 end
15 b.prevTxHash ← the hash of the last block in β
16 append b to the main chain β
17 go:
18 foreach tx ∈ b do add tx.hash to H
19 end

20 end

Figure 3.7: Weak-coupling front-end servers pseudo-code

process is chosen by observing the CPU usage of each process using the htop command.
Each client program has multiple goroutines, each goroutine mimics the behavior of
one user. Each user goroutine in the client program has a pair of ecdsa private and
public keys, which are used to sign and verify transactions. Each goroutine has a pool
of unspent transactions, from which it pulls and proposes the transactions one by one to
the front-end server. At initialization, each user goroutine sends coinbase transactions
to their pool. After initialization, I record the total number of processed transactions and
the end-to-end latency in the client program, and calculate the median latency, as shown
in Figure 3.8.

I indirectly control the throughput by changing the number of goroutines per client,
from 100, 200, 400, 600, 800 to 1000. Each of these numbers is corresponding to a dot in
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(a) 3 shards (b) 5 shards

Each dot, respectively from left to right, represents the latency and throughput when each
client has 100, 200, 400, 600, 800, and 1000 goroutines.

Figure 3.8: Performance of strong and weak temporal coupling methods in simulated
environment with no simulated network latency

Figure 3.8, which shows the trade-off between throughput and latency. For each setting, I
conduct the experiment three times, and each run lasts for 20 seconds. The experiment that
is shown in Figure 3.8 has no simulated network latency added. The error bar represents
the standard deviation of the latency and throughput.

Having three shards (Figure 3.8a), both strong and weak temporal coupling methods
reach the same peak throughput at around 19100 transactions per second (tps). The
median round-trip latency falls in the range from 22ms to 120ms in both strong and
weak coupling methods. The two lines almost overlap with a negligible difference. As
I increase the number of goroutines per client from 600 to 1000, the throughput does
not significantly improve but the median latency increases from 70ms to 120ms. In the
second experiment with 5 shards (Figure 3.8b), the strong coupling method has a peak
throughput at 29600 tps and the median round-trip latency falls in the range from 22 to
135ms. The strong coupling method outperforms the weak coupling method when the
number of goroutines per client is more than 400. The weak coupling system reaches
the peak throughput at 26700 tps, and the median round-trip latency falls in the range
from 22ms to 148ms. In the weak coupling method, increasing the number of goroutines
per client from 600 to 800 does not significantly improve the throughput but the median
latency increases.
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(a) 3 shards (b) 5 shards

Each dot, respectively from left to right, represents the latency and throughput when each
client has 100, 200, 400, 600, 800, and 1000 goroutines.

Figure 3.9: Performance of strong and weak temporal coupling methods in simulated
environment with a 10ms round trip simulated latency

I repeat the same experiment and use the tc command to add 10ms round-trip latency
to the system to simulate geographical distribution. The result is shown in Figure 3.9.
With the added latency, the gap between the strong and weak coupling methods is widened
and the strong coupling method outperforms in both cases with 3 shards and 5 shards.
EPaxos commits commands in 1 round-trip time (RTT) in the common case and 2 RTTs
when there is a conflict (i.e., when two interfering commands arrive at different acceptors
in different orders) [58]. Hence, the simulated latency adds 1 RTT between clients and
FE servers, 1 RTT between FE and BE servers to submit and download blocks, and 1-2
RTTs for EPaxos in each shard to order a block. In the weak coupling case, the latency
additionally adds 1-2 RTTs for FE servers to order blocks. In Figure 3.9a, the throughput
of the weak coupling method is 10% less than that of the strong coupling method, and it
has an additional 15 - 20ms latency. In Figure 3.9b, the throughput of the weak coupling
method is 5% less than that of the strong coupling method, and it has an additional 10 -
20ms latency.

We observe that both strong and weak temporal coupling systems reach similar peak
throughput with a 10-20ms difference in latency. This result is consistent with the simu-
lated latency we add. In both strong and weak coupling methods, blocks are downloaded
from the shards in parallel. Meanwhile, in the weak temporal coupling methods, FE servers
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Source
Destination

us-east-1 us-east-2 us-west-1 us-west-2 ca-central-1

us-east-1 N/A 11 ms 61 ms 82 ms 16 ms
us-east-2 11 ms N/A 50 ms 49 ms 26 ms
us-west-1 62 ms 50 ms N/A 21 ms 79 ms
us-west-2 81 ms 49 ms 20 ms N/A 60 ms

ca-central-1 15 ms 26 ms 79 ms 60 ms N/A

Table 3.1: Round-trip latency across AWS regions

take turns to propose blocks using EPaxos, which takes 1 - 2 additional RTTs [58]. In Sec-
tion 3.4.2, I bring the experiment to Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (AWS EC2) across
different regions.

3.4.2 On AWS EC2

To experiment with real-world latency, I repeat the same experiment in different Amazon
AWS regions. In the case of having 3 shards, I set up the servers in regions us-east-1,
us-west-1, and ca-central-1. In the 5-shard case, I set up the servers in regions us-east-1,
us-east-2, us-west-1, us-west-2 and ca-central-1. It is an appropriate assumption that an
FE server would like to connect to the nearest BE server, and a client would likely send
transactions to the nearest FE server. Therefore, in each region, I set up one shard of 3
BE servers, one FE server, and one client program that continuously sends transactions
to the FE server in the same region. The round-trip latency is measured across regions,
as shown in Table 3.1. The number of cores assigned to each server is similar to those
used in Section 3.4.1. Each BE server runs in a t2-micro instance that has 1 vCPU, each
FE server runs in a t2-xlarge instance that has 4 vCPUs, and each client program runs
in a t2-medium instance that has 2 vCPUs. Similar to what we do in Section 3.4.1, the
throughput is controlled indirectly by varying the number of goroutines per client. Each
dot in Figure 3.10 is corresponding to having 100, 200, 400, 600, 800, and 1000 goroutines

per client.

Compared to Section 3.4.1, we observe a more significant gap between the strong and
weak coupling lines in Figure 3.10. This is due to the higher latency across different AWS
regions, compared to the 10ms simulated latency I add in Section 3.4.1. The additional 2
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(a) 3 shards (b) 5 shards

Each dot, respectively from left to right, represents the latency and throughput when each
client has 100, 200, 400, 600, 800, and 1000 goroutines.

Figure 3.10: Performance of strong and weak temporal coupling methods on AWS EC2

RTTs for weak-coupling FE servers to order blocks is roughly 100ms, as shown in Table
3.1. In Figure 3.10a, using the method of weak temporal coupling, the system reaches
the peak throughput of 13500 tps and the latency falls in the range of 130ms to 180ms.
In Figure 3.10b, it reaches the peak throughput of 21200 tps and the latency falls in the
range of 125ms to 190ms. Meanwhile, the strong temporal coupling method significantly
outperforms the weak temporal coupling method. In Figure 3.10a, the system reaches the
peak throughput of 22500 tps and the latency falls in the range of 30ms to 110ms. In Figure
3.10b, it reaches the peak throughput of 27800 tps and the latency falls in the range of 35ms
to 110ms. The latency difference between the strong and weak temporal coupling is due
to the additional rounds of EPaxos consensus among FE servers in different AWS regions,
similar to the difference we observe between Figure 3.8 and 3.9. In the weak coupling
method, each FE server takes turns to propose their blocks, which creates two additional
RTTs among FE servers [58]. The higher latency, the longer it takes for line 7 in Fig. 3.7
to finish. Thus, the higher latency causes a delay for a transaction tx to appear in H, and
it takes more time for the second while loop in the receive tx() function (line 27 - line
33 in Fig. 3.5) to finish. In addition, there is a limit on the number of concurrent streams
that gRPC can handle, which means at any given time, there is a limit on the number of
receive tx() functions running. When a receive tx() function takes too long to finish,
it is possible that another client has to wait before it can kick off a receive tx() function.
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In the weak-coupling case, even though each FE server downloads blocks to their channel
in parallel, they have to propose blocks in sequence. As a consequence, the throughput
decreases, and the latency increases in the weak-coupling case.

3.4.3 Summary

Under the same setup and number of cores, the experiments described in Figures 3.8, 3.9
and 3.10 show a different gap between the strong and weak coupling methods. This is due
to the difference in network latency among processes. When there is no simulated network
latency (Fig. 3.8), the difference between the two coupling methods is small. The more
latency we add to the system, the wider the gap between the two methods (Fig. 3.9 and
3.10). This indicates that the weak coupling method is more susceptible to the increase
in latency, which is due to the communication overhead in the consensus layer of weak
coupling FE servers. Using EPaxos, the weak-coupling method requires 2 addition RTTs
to order blocks among FE servers. However, as discussed in section 3.1, the weak coupling
method allows the shards to grow at different rates, while in the strong coupling method,
the system stalls if any of the shards fails to respond. Thus, the strong coupling method
is desirable when the shards grow at similar rates and allow the servers to be located in
a wider location range, while in the weak coupling method, the system continues to work
even when one shard fails, but it requires the servers to be in close proximity. Currently, the
system depends on EPaxos to batch blocks. In future work, we will try different batching
mechanisms and observe whether they improve the performance of the weak-coupling FE
servers.

Our system is resilient against malicious clients who want to double-spend transactions.
However, a weakness is the inability to handle Byzantine failures among front-end and
back-end servers. In future work, we will replace EPaxos with a high-performance BFT
consensus protocol. Because we already separate the system into layers (clients, FE servers,
and BE servers), we can replace the consensus protocol in the BE servers without interfering
with the implementation of the FE servers and clients. The weak-coupling FE servers can
also use another BFT consensus protocol. This is because we separate the functionalities of
the FE servers into different goroutines, where they communicate with each other using
concurrent Go channel. As shown in Section 3.3.3, we only need to change the goroutine

for Task 4b and use a different BFT consensus protocol to order blocks.
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Chapter 4

Lightweight Front-End Servers

This chapter presents the use of lightweight front-end servers to help scale up the system.
They can validate signatures and help detect double spending but rely on full front-end
servers for block verification and interleaving. This chapter is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 4.1, I discuss the motivation to use lightweight front-end servers, the use of lightweight
nodes in Bitcoin, and the Bloom filter data structure. I describe how I use a vector to check
for collision in each Bloom filter, and how collision vectors can be used to check double-
spending within each block. In Section 4.2, I explain the change in the system design after
adding the lightweight front-end servers and describe the pseudo-code. I also describe a
novel use of Bloom filters to help detect double-spent transactions within each block. In
Section 4.3, I provide empirical results to show the role of lightweight FE servers in im-
proving the performance, measure the system performance with different sizes of Bloom
filters, and show how the ratio of full front-end servers affects the performance of a sharded
blockchain.

4.1 Motivation

4.1.1 Simplified Payment Verification

Section 8 of the Bitcoin white paper introduces the concept of Simplified Payment Verifica-
tion (SPV) [61]. It is a mechanism that helps nodes verify Bitcoin transactions without the
need to store the entire blockchain. Instead of having the full copy of the blockchain, an
SPV node maintains the chain of block headers. To check if a transaction is in a block, an
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SPV node requests a Merkle proof from the sender. If the Merkle proof leads to a Merkle
root in a block header, it means the transaction is in that block. Compared to the full
nodes in Bitcoin, SPV nodes cannot detect if the transactions in a block are double-spent
or in the correct format, and hence they cannot be miners. SPV nodes rely on full nodes
and place their trust in the full nodes to verify a block or transaction. The SPV mechanism
is lightweight in terms of storage and network bandwidth, which helps more nodes access
the blockchain and scale up the system.

We can find the idea of using lightweight nodes along with full nodes in several sharded
blockchain systems. In Elastico [50], OmniLedger [37], and RapidChain [79], only a portion
of members participate in block verification and ordering. Thus, to scale up our current
system, I add lightweight front-end servers and design a Bloom filter that helps summarize
the transactions and check for double-spent transactions within each block.

4.1.2 Bloom Filter

The Bloom filter has been a widely used data structure that quickly tests set membership.
It supports membership queries with no false negative error and an acceptable false positive
rate. Assume that there are n elements in a set S such that S ⊆ U and U is a universal
set. The Bloom filter is a space-efficient probabilistic data structure that represents the
n elements in set S using a bit vector of size m, and k hash functions whose domain and
range are U . In the initial state, all m bits in the bit vector are set to 0. Let the bit vector
be BF = [0, 0, ..., 0]. For each element xi, we insert it into BF by setting BE[hj(xi)] = 1
for j ∈ 1, 2, ..., k, where hj is the jth hash function. To test if an element xi belongs to
set S, a Bloom filter returns True if BE[hj(xi)] = 1 for all j ∈ 1, 2, ..., k; otherwise, it
returns False. The insert and query operations are described in Figure 4.1. Thus, the
query operation in a Bloom filter has no false negative error, which means if it says an
element is not in S, it is certainly not in S. However, it allows for false positive errors.
If it says an element is in S, it may not have been inserted to S. In Figure 4.1b, c has
not been inserted to BF , but because its hash values match those added to the BF , the
Bloom filter falsely detects that c is already inserted.

For a Bloom filter that inserts n elements to a bit vector of size m and has k hash
functions, the theoretical false positive rate is fr = [1 − (1− 1

m
)nk]k [57]. Given a desired

false positive probability ε, the optimal number of bits per element is m
n

= − log2 ε
ln 2

, and the
corresponding value of k to is m

n
ln 2.

In many applications, the false positive can be capped at a certain threshold, while
Bloom filters can save a significant space. For example, in [22], proxies use Bloom filters
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0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	

Initialization: BF   =

1	 0	 1	 0	 0	 1	 0	 0	

a b
h1(a) = 1
h2(a) = 3
h1(b) = 3
h2(b) = 6

Add a and b: BF   =
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	

(a) Initialization and insertion

1	 0	 1	 0	 0	 1	 0	 0	

a d
h1(c) = 1
h2(c) = 6
h1(d) = 5
h2(d) = 3

c

Query a, c, d: BF   =

Query a = True  à correct
Query d = False à correct
Query c = True  à false positive

(b) Query

Figure 4.1: A Bloom filter with m = 8, n = 2 and k = 2.

1	 0	 0	 1	 0	 1	 0	 1	

a bc

Add a, b, c : BF   =

1	 0	 0	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0	Collision vector    c   =

0	 0	 0	 1	 0	 1	 0	 0	t (of b)   =

Add t to BF  c = c | (BF & t)
BF = BF | t

Query t in BF  BF & t == t

If t collides in BF  c & t == t

Assume we insert b.
Let t = (1 << h1(b))|(1 << h2(b))|...|(1 << hk(b))    

Figure 4.2: A Bloom filter with a collision vector.

as summaries of their Web caches. Instead of sharing the full contents and URL lists of
their caches, each proxy builds a Bloom filter from the list of URL’s of cached documents
and shares the Bloom filter to other proxies. When a proxy P wants to know if another
proxy Q has a specific web page wp, proxy P uses its URL to compute the Bloom filter
bf that represents wp and checks if proxy Q has a page with Bloom filter bf . If so, proxy
P requests the full content of the page from proxy Q. In the case of a false positive error,
proxy Q has another webpage wp′ that has the same Bloom filter as wp, and it sends wp′

instead of wp to P . After proxy P receives the page wp′ from proxy Q, it will find out
that that page wp is not yet cached in Q. In that case, there is some additional latency
that occurs. However, the probability of such an event can be controlled by adjusting the
number of hash functions k, the number of bits m, and estimating the number of inserted
items n. In this application, the reduction in network traffic significantly outweighs the
small probability of a false positive error and its additional latency.

Using a similar idea, for each block, I use a Bloom filter to summarize the content of the
transactions. Each block has a Bloom filter that records the hashes of all the transaction
inputs (UTX Hashes). For valid transactions, each input can only be spent once, and hence
the transaction input hash can act as an identification of a transaction. The Bloom filter
can quickly check the membership of a transaction in a block by checking if its input hash
is in the Bloom filter. The lightweight front-end servers can store the Bloom filters of all
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blocks in the main chain, and only request the full content of blocks that they propose.
Hence the lightweight FE servers do not have to store the entire chain. In addition, I use
Bloom filters to help detect double-spent transactions within each block. For each block, I
first use the global unspent transaction hash-map to check that the inputs have not been
spent in an earlier block. Then I check if a transaction is potentially double-spent within
each block by checking if its input is potentially inserted more than once to the Bloom filter.
I add an m-bit collision vector c to check for collision in each Bloom filter, as described in
Figure 4.2. For each Bloom filter bf, if the ith bit in vector c is set to 1, it means that there
are at least two inputs inserted to the ith position in bf. As UTX hashes are inserted into
the Bloom filter, if they collide, there is a potential for double-spending within a block. If
a UTX hash does not collide in c, it is guaranteed that it is not double-spent within the
block. A modified version of the validateInputs() function that utilizes Bloom filters to
check double-spending within each block is described in Figure 4.4.

4.2 Implementation

The lightweight front-end (LFE) servers submit blocks directly to back-end servers and
store the Bloom filters of all blocks of the entire chain. LFE servers do not participate in
interleaving blocks and only keep a portion of the main chain. Similar to SPV nodes in
Bitcoin, the lightweight FE servers will rely on the full front-end servers for block validation
and ordering, but they can request this information from more than one full front-end
server to check for correctness. As described in Figure 4.3, full front-end (Full FE) servers
interleave blocks and distribute blocks on request to lightweight front-end servers. Full
FE servers are similar to the front-end servers described in Chapter 3, with the additional
functionality to distribute blocks to lightweight front-end servers. From here, front-end
servers refer to both full and lightweight front-end servers, and original front-end servers
refer to the front-end servers described in Chapter 3.

The pseudo-code of full and lightweight front-end servers is described in Figures 4.5 −
4.7. The block and transaction format are the same as described in Section 3.2. Each client
has multiple goroutines that concurrently send transactions to the nearest FE server,
which can be either a full or lightweight FE server. The receive tx() and append()

functions remain the same as in Figure 3.5. Each FE server verifies the signature of the
transaction to make sure that the sender is the owner of the given public address. Then it
aggregates transactions into a block and proposes that block to an EPaxos server within a
shard. After EPaxos nodes within the shard replicate and save the block, they distribute
the blocks to full front-end servers and let them interleave the blocks, either using the
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Epaxos	 Epaxos	

Epaxos	

Full	Frontend	server	

Epaxos	 Epaxos	

Epaxos	

Epaxos	 Epaxos	

Epaxos	

Full	Frontend	server	 Full	Frontend	server	

Light	front-end	servers	receive	blocks	and	block	metadata	from	full	Frontend	servers	

BE	node	sends	blocks	to	an	FE	node	

FE	node	sends	blocks	to	a	BE	node		

G	 …	 G	 …	 G	 …	

G …Replicated	global	main	chain	 G … G …

Light	FE	 Light	FE	 Light	FE	 Light	FE	 Light	FE	 Light	FE	

There are client processes sending transactions to both full and lightweight
front-end servers, which are omitted in this figure.

Figure 4.3: Adding lightweight front-end servers to the system design

strong temporal coupling or weak temporal coupling method. After full front-end servers
verify the transactions in each block and make sure that they are not double spent or
fake spent, they generate the block metadata and a Bloom filter bf that summarizes the
transactions of that block. The block metadata includes previous block hash, Merkle
proof, and timestamp of the block. All the UTX hashes of the transactions in the block
are inserted to bf. Then, the full FE servers send the block metadata and the Bloom filter
bf to all lightweight front-end servers (Line 25 in Fig. 4.5 and Line 26 in Fig. 4.6) in
parallel. Once a lightweight front-end server receives bf, if it matches any Bloom filter of
a block that the server has proposed, it sends a request to the full front-end server to get
the whole block content (Function receive block metadata() in Fig. 4.7).
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Algorithm 3: Utilizing Bloom filters to check double-spending within each block

1 Function receive tx(stream, client, q, H)
Input : A stream of transactions from client

The global transaction channel q
The global unspent transaction hashmap H
The number of bits in Bloom filter m

2 local-q ← ∅ a new local transaction channel
3 while (tx← a transaction from stream) 6= EOF do
4 utxHash, pubKey, sig, msg ← UTX hash, public key, signature, and
5 signed message in tx
6 go:
7 valid ← utxHash ∈ H && utxHash.receiver owns pubKey
8 && ecdsa.verify(pubKey, sig, msg)
9 if valid = TRUE then

10 in ← input UTX hash of tx
11 tx.loc ← (murmur128 hash of in) % m // Location of tx in the

Bloom filter

12 add tx to local-q
13 add tx to q

14 end

15 end

16 end
17...22 Line 27 - 33 in Figure 3.5

18 end
19 Function setBloomfilter(b)

Input : A block b
The number of bits in Bloom filter m

20 〈bf, c〉 ← two vectors, each has m bits set to 0
21 foreach tx ∈ b.Transactions do
22 t ← 1 � tx.loc
23 c ← c | (bf & t)
24 bf ← bf | t
25 end
26 〈b.bloomfilter, b.c〉 ← 〈bf, c〉
27 end

// Modify validateInputs() and use Bloom filters to help check double-spending

within each block

28 Function validateInputs(H, b)
Input : The global unspent transaction hashmap H

A block b
Output: If block b is valid and has no fake/double-spent transaction

29 m ← {} a set of input UTX hashes
30 foreach tx ∈ b do
31 in ← input UTX hash of tx
32 if in /∈ H then return FALSE // tx is fake/double-spent

33 if in collides in b.c then
34 if in ∈ m then return FALSE // tx is fake/double-spent

35 add in to m

36 end

37 end
38 return TRUE

39 end

Figure 4.4: Common functions in full and lightweight front-end servers
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Algorithm 4: Pseudo-code of strong-coupling full FE servers

1 Function main(L, #shards)
Input : A list of hosts and port numbers L of backend servers

2 init(L)
3 for i ← 1 to #shards do
4 qi ← ∅ a channel containing blocks downloaded from shard i
5 go get blocks(i, L, qi)

6 end
7 Ψ ← host and port numbers of lightweight FE servers registering using gRPC

8 go interleave(β, H, q1, q2, ..., qn, #shards, Ψ)

9 end

10 Function interleave(β, H, q1, q2, ..., qn, #shards, Ψ) // Task 4a

Input : The global main chain β
The global unspent transaction hashmap H
A list of channels of downloaded blocks q1, q2, ..., qn
Number of BE shards #shards
The list of lightweight front-end servers Ψ

11 while true do
12 for i ← 1 to #shards do
13 b ← the next block from qi
14 setBloomfilter(b)
15 if validateInputs(H, b) = FALSE then Go to line 12
16 foreach tx ∈ b do
17 delete (in ← input UTX hash of tx) from H
18 end
19 b.prevTxHash ← the hash of the last block in β
20 append b to the main chain β
21 go:
22 foreach tx ∈ b do add tx.hash to H
23 end
24 foreach lfe ∈ Ψ do
25 go send b.bloomfilter and b.metadata to lfe
26 end

27 end

28 end

29 end

Figure 4.5: Strong-coupling full front-end servers pseudo-code
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Algorithm 5: Pseudo-code of weak-coupling full FE servers

1 Function main(L, id)
Input : A list of hosts and port numbers L of backend servers

The id of the server
2 Π, β, H, s, q ← init(L)
3 qid ← ∅ a channel containing blocks downloaded from shard id
4 go get blocks(id, L, qid)
5 Γ ← the list of other FE servers connected using EPaxos
6 Ψ ← host and port numbers of lightweight FE servers registering using gRPC

7 while TRUE do
8 go:
9 b ← the next block in qid

10 setBloomfilter(b)

11 propose b to Γ // Task 4b : propose a block

12 end

13 end

14 end

15 Function execute proposal(b, β, H, Ψ) // Task 4b : process a proposal

Input : A proposed block b
The global main chain β
The global unspent transaction hashmap H
The list of lightweight front-end servers Ψ

16...24 Line 11 - 19 in Figure 3.7
25 foreach lfe ∈ Ψ do
26 go send b.bloomfilter and b.metadata to lfe
27 end

28 end

Figure 4.6: Weak-coupling full front-end servers pseudo-code

4.3 Evaluation

This section presents the evaluation of the blockchain system with lightweight FE servers
and Bloom filters. Section 4.3.1 shows the difference of interleaving blocks using the strong
and weak coupling methods, with and without using lightweight FE servers. In Section
4.3.2, I show the how the sizes of Bloom filters can affect the throughputs. In Section
4.3.3, I explore how the ratio of full and lightweight FE servers affect the throughput of
the blockchain system.
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Algorithm 6: Pseudo-code of lightweight FE servers

1 Function main(L)
Input : A list of hosts and port numbers L of backend servers

2 Π, β, H, s, q ← init(L)
3 bfSet ← a set of bloomfilters
4 go receive block metadata()

5 end

6 Function append(q, Π) // Modified version of Task 2

Input : The global transaction channel q
The global channel Π of connections to backend servers

7 prevTime ← currentTime()
8 while q.size() > 100 or (currentTime() − prevTime) > 100ms do

9...13 Line 38 - 42 in Figure 3.5
14 add b.bloomfilter to bfSet

15 end

16 end

17 Function receive block metadata()
Input : A stream stream of block metadata and Bloom filter from a full FE

server
18 while true do
19 bf, bmeta ← Bloom filter and metadata of a block received from stream
20 if bf ∈ bfSet then
21 b ← block with bmeta.bid from a full FE server
22 delete bf from bfSet
23 go:
24 foreach tx ∈ b do add tx.hash to H
25 end

26 end

27 end

28 end

Figure 4.7: Lightweight front-end servers pseudo-code

4.3.1 Adding Lightweight Front-End Servers to the System

In this section, I describe the experiment on AWS EC2 to test the throughput enhancement
by introducing lightweight front-end servers. I set up the shards in 3 different regions: us-
east-1, us-west-1, and ca-central-1. In each region, there is one BE shard, three front-end
servers, and three clients, which means there are 9 FE servers in total. I compare the
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performance of the system with 4 setups as follows. 1 All 9 FE servers are the original
strong-coupling FE servers using the pseudo-code described in Figure 3.6. 2 All 9 FE
servers are the original weak-coupling FE servers using the pseudo-code described in Figure
3.7. 3 In each region, there are 2 lightweight front-end servers and 1 full front-end servers,
and the 3 full FE servers in 3 regions interleave using the strong-coupling method. The
pseudo-code is described in Figures 4.5 and 4.7. And 4 In each region, there are 2
lightweight front-end servers and 1 full front-end servers, and the 3 full FE servers in
3 regions interleave using the weak-coupling method. The pseudo-code is described in
Figures 4.6 and 4.7. Each setup has a different way of distributing blocks, as described in
Figure 4.8.

A full FE server connects to the nearest BE server, a lightweight FE server receives
blocks from the nearest full FE server, and each client sends transactions to a full/lightweight
FE server in the same AWS region. Each BE shard runs in a t2-micro instance that has
1 vCPU, each FE server runs in a t2-xlarge instance that has 4 vCPUs, and each client
program runs in a t2-medium instance that has 2 vCPUs. Similar to what we do in Sec-
tions 3.4.1 and 3.4.2, the throughput is controlled indirectly by varying the number of
goroutines per client. Each dot in Figure 4.9 is corresponding to having 100, 200, 400,
600, 800, and 1000 goroutines per client. The error bar in the figure represents the
standard deviation of the latency and throughput.

As I increase the number of FE servers from 3 to 9, the performance gap between the
original strong-coupling FE servers and the original weak-coupling FE servers is widened.
The original strong-coupling FE servers (the green line) reach the peak throughput at
45000 transactions per second, and as I increase the number of goroutines per client
from 600 to 1000, the throughput does not improve, but the latency increases. Meanwhile,
the original weak-coupling FE servers (the yellow line) reach the peak throughput at 12500
transactions per second, and the latency falls in the range of 150ms to 875ms.

Adding lightweight front-end servers significantly improves the throughput and de-
creases the latency, as shown in the gap between the red and green lines and between the
blue and the yellow lines. When using lightweight FE servers and letting only 3 full FE
servers interleave blocks, the system reaches the peak throughput at 56000 transactions
per second, and the latency range is 45ms to 110ms. When full FE servers interleave using
the weak-coupling method, the system reaches the peak throughput at 36000 transactions
per second. Adding lightweight FE servers helps scale up the system, and compared to the
original setup, the throughput is not quickly saturated. This improvement is due to the
reduction in storage and network bandwidth requirements. On average, each lightweight
FE server only saves 1

9
blocks of the main chain. The communication overhead is reduced

as the size of block metadata and Bloom filter is small (48 bytes in total) compared to that
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(a) No lightweight FE server. All FE servers interleave
blocks using the strong coupling method.

(b) No lightweight FE server. All FE servers interleave
blocks using the weak coupling method.

(c) Full FE servers interleave blocks using the
strong coupling method and distribute blocks

to LFE servers.

(d) Full FE servers interleave blocks using the
weak coupling method and distribute blocks to

LFE servers.

Processes with the same color are co-located in the same regions.
O us-east-1 O us-west-1 O ca-central-1

Figure 4.8: Four ways to distribute blocks from back-end servers to front-end servers
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−− Original strong-coupling FE servers - no lightweight FE server (See Fig. 4.8a)
−− Original weak-coupling FE servers - no lightweight FE server (See Fig. 4.8b)
−− Strong-coupling full FE servers with lightweight FE servers (See Fig. 4.8c )
−− Weak-coupling full FE servers with lightweight FE servers (See Fig. Fig. 4.8d)

Each dot, respectively from left to right, represents the latency and throughput when each
client has 100, 200, 400, 600, 800, and 1000 goroutines.

Figure 4.9: Compare the performances of strong and weak coupling methods, with and
without using lightweight front-end servers.

of a block (A block with 1000 transactions is 160-KB long).

4.3.2 Varying Bloom Filter Sizes

In this experiment, I vary the number of bits of the Bloom filters. As shown in Section
4.1.2, the false positive error of a system depends on the number of hash functions k,
the number of bits m, and the number of inserted transaction hashes n. I fix k = 1 and
n = 50, and experiment with different values of m ∈ {64, 128, 256}-bits. Using AWS EC2
instances in 3 regions, I set up 4 experiments, one experiment does not use Bloom filter to
check double-spending within each block (See function validateInputs() in Figure 3.5),
and 3 experiments that use Bloom filters (See function validateInputs() in Figure 4.4).
In each of the three experiments, the size of the Bloom filters is m ∈ {64, 128, 256}-bits,
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(a) Strong coupling with different m (b) Weak coupling with different m

• Each dot, respectively from left to right, represents the latency and throughput when
each client has 100, 200, 400, 600, 800, and 1000 goroutines.
• The red line represents the performance when the system does not use Bloom filters to
check for double-spending within each block. The blue, green, and yellow lines represent
the performance when using different sizes of Bloom filters m ∈ {64, 128, 256}-bits.
• The number of hash functions k = 1. The number of transactions per block n = 50.

m = 64 128 256
False positive rate 0.55 0.32 0.18

Figure 4.10: Performance with and without using Bloom filters to check double-spending
within each block.

respectively. The higher m, the lower the false positive rate, but the more bandwidth
required to transmit block data. In each region, I set up 1 BE shard that consists of 3
EPaxos servers, 1 full front-end server, 2 lightweight FE servers, and 3 client processes
where each client sends transactions to an FE server. Each BE server runs in a t2-micro
instance with 1 vCPU, each FE server runs in a t2-xlarge server with 4 vCPUs, and each
client runs in a t2-medium server with 2 vCPUs. Each experiment is executed 3 times,
each run lasts for 20 seconds, and the throughputs, median latency, and standard deviation
errors are shown in Figure 4.10.

As we observe in Figure 4.10b, when the FE servers interleave using the weak coupling
method, using Bloom filters to check double-spending within each block does not improve
the performance of the system. This is because the consensus layer among FE servers
remains the bottleneck, and improving the transaction validation speed does not affect the
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overall performance. However, in Figure 4.10a, when the system uses the strong coupling
method, we can see that Bloom filters help speed up the system when the number of
goroutine per client is more than 600. This is because the more goroutine per client,
the higher the growth rate in each shard. Thus, it is easier to see the benefits of reducing
the running time of the validateInputs() function. An interesting observation here is
that, even though 128-bit Bloom filters have higher false positive rates, they outperform
256-bit Bloom filters. Compared to using 128-bit Bloom filters, using 256-bit Bloom filters
doubles the number of required bits but only reduces the false positive rate by 14%. The
result suggests that to further improve the performance of strong-coupling FE servers, we
should pick the Bloom filter size based on the estimated number of transactions per block.

4.3.3 Ratio of Full Front-End Servers in a System

As discussed in Section 2.3, several sharded blockchain systems hardcode the number of
validators and committee sizes in a configuration file before building the blockchain. These
numbers are fixed despite the number of active participants in a system. In this section, I
discuss the importance of choosing these constants by showing how the ratio of full front-
end servers affects the throughputs in our blockchain system. Using AWS EC2 instances, I
set up 3 experiments, each has 3 BE shards where each shard consists of 3 EPaxos servers,
36 front-end servers, and 36 client processes where each client sends transactions to an FE
server. The servers are separated into 3 regions: us-east-1, us-west-1, and ca-central-1.
Each region has 1 BE shard, 12 FE servers, and 12 client processes. Each BE server runs
in a t2-micro instance with 1 vCPU, each FE server runs in a t2-xlarge server with 4
vCPUs, and each client runs in a t2-medium server with 2 vCPUs. To calculate the peak
throughputs, I adjust the number of goroutines per client process from 100, 200, 400,
600, 800 to 1000.

In this experiment, I vary the number of full front-end servers. There are three settings:
1 3 full FE servers and 33 lightweight FE servers; 2 6 full FE servers and 30 lightweight

FE servers; and 3 9 full FE servers and 27 lightweight FE servers. As we observe from
Figure 4.11, the fewer full FE servers in the system, the smaller the gap between the
performance between the strong and weak temporal coupling methods. In addition, the
more full FE servers in the systems, the smaller the peak throughput is. In the strong
coupling case, when there are more full FE servers, the BE servers have to send blocks to
more FE servers. In the weak coupling case, when there are more full FE servers, there are
more nodes participating in the consensus protocol of the blockchain system, which hurts
the throughput. This explains why the gap between the strong and weak coupling methods
is widened when the number of full FE servers increases. On the other hand, when there
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Figure 4.11: Peak throughputs with different number of full front-end servers

are more full FE servers, the system is more fault-tolerant as it can stand more failures of
full FE servers. This shows the trade-off between fault-tolerance and performance when
adjusting the number of full front-end servers.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and Future Work

This thesis discusses the principles of the sharding concept used in blockchain designs
and how current sharding blockchain systems use it to scale out. Section 2.3 discusses
the general mechanism used in sharded blockchains, examines different BFT consensus
protocols and their approaches to achieve intra-shard and cross-shard consensus.

There are two major approaches to validate cross-shard transactions. One is to build
full-mesh connections among nodes, and the other is to build a global root chain. Using
the second approach - maintaining a global root chain, we can reduce the data migration
overhead when handling cross-shard transactions, replicate the total order of blocks, and
maintain security when one shard is controlled by an adversary. This approach raises the
question of how we can maintain a global chain of blocks from different shards. In Chapters
3 and 4, I examine two methods to interleave blocks and discuss the role of lightweight
servers in a blockchain system. The experimental results in Chapter 3 suggest that when
there is negligible latency among servers, both strong and weak temporal coupling methods
perform similarly in terms of throughput and end-to-end latency. The weak temporal
coupling method can tolerate the crash failures of back-end shards and does not stall if
the shards grow at different speeds. However, it requires an additional layer of consensus
among front-end servers and hence is more susceptible to the increase in latency among
servers. While the strong temporal coupling method requires the shards to grow at a similar
rate and cannot tolerate shard failures, using this method to interleave blocks provides a
higher throughput compared to using the weak temporal coupling method.

The experimental results in Chapter 4 suggest that adding lightweight front-end servers
helps scale out the system. Lightweight front-end servers can help parallelize signatures
verification of transactions in blocks and rely on validators - a portion of front-end servers
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referred to as full front-end servers - to validate and order blocks. Similar ideas are discussed
in Section 2.3, where only a portion of members participate in block verification and
ordering. In addition, I propose a novel usage of Bloom filters and collision vectors to
summarize of contents of transactions and help check double-spending transactions within
each block. Bloom filter sizes are much smaller than the whole content of blocks, which
helps save bandwidth and reduce the communication overhead between full and lightweight
front-end servers. I also show that the number of bits in Bloom filters can impact the
performance. To further improve the throughput, we should pick the number of bits of
Bloom filters based on the estimated number of transactions per block.

Several sharded blockchain systems hardcode the number of validators and commit-
tee sizes in a configuration file before building the blockchain. Section 4.3.3 shows that
the ratio of full front-end servers over lightweight front-end servers in a blockchain sys-
tem can impact the peak throughput. The more full front-end servers, the more available
nodes that can interleave blocks, and the lower the throughput is. This suggests a fu-
ture sharded blockchain system considers dynamicity instead of depending on constant
parameters, specifically when the number of active participants is not fixed. If it needs
to hardcode some constants (such as the number of validators and committee size), they
should be carefully measured to maximize the performance of the system.

For future implementations, we are going to investigate the data traffic and bandwidth
bottlenecks for the system to evaluate data propagation among processes and further im-
prove the throughput and reduce latency. We will change the consensus protocol and
replace EPaxos with a BFT consensus protocol, preventing the system from Byzantine
faults.
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Appendix A

FLP Impossibility

The famous short paper Impossibility of Distributed Consensus with One Faulty Process
[23], often referred to as the FLP impossibility proof, defines the upper bound of the
possible goals with distributed processes in an asynchronous environment.

In short, the FLP impossibility proof shows that in an asynchronous distributed system,
if there is at least one process crash, no deterministic algorithm can solve the consensus
problem. The paper formally defines the system model as follows. Assume there are
N > 2 processes that communicate with each other. For simplicity, the paper assumes
that these processes need to agree on one of the values {0, 1}. They send messages of
form (p,m) where p is the receiving process, and m is the contents of the message. There
are two supported operations on messages: send(p,m) places the message (p,m) in the
message buffer, and receive(p) returns either m from a message (p,m) sent to p, or a
null message θ if the message buffer is empty. The messages can come in any order and
may be delayed arbitrarily, but not lost. By calling receive(p) indefinitely, a process will
eventually receive all the messages. A configuration is defined as the internal state of all
processes and their message buffers. An event or step happens when a process p performs
receive(p) and transitions from the current state to another. In the paper, a schedule
is defined as execution with a sequence of events, and such sequence is referred to as a
run. A run is admissible when there is at most one faulty process and every message is
delivered eventually. A run is deciding when a process eventually decides on a proposed
value according to the consensus properties. A consensus protocol is totally correct if all
admissible runs are deciding runs.

Let P be a totally correct consensus protocol despite one faulty process. A configuration
C is bivalent if there are two decision values of configurations reachable from C, and i-valent
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if it results in only one value i. The paper states three lemmas as follows:

LEMMA 1. Suppose that from some configuration C, the schedules σ1, σ2 lead
to configurations C1, C2, respectively. If the sets of processes taking steps in σ1
and σ2, respectively, are disjoint, then σ2 can be applied to C1 and σ1 can be
applied to C2, and both lead to the same configuration C.

The first lemma expresses a commutativity property of schedules. Since σ1 and σ2 do not
interact, the result above follows from the system definition.

LEMMA 2. P has a bivalent initial configuration.

Suppose that the opposite is true. Since all results must be possible, some initial configu-
rations result in a ’0’ being decided and some result in an ’1’ being decided. We can order
all possible initial configurations in a chain where two adjacent configurations only differ
in the starting value of one process p. Along this chain, there must exist two adjacent
configurations where one results in ’0’ and the other results in ’1’. We name them C0 and
C1, respectively. If p fails, it neither sends nor receives any messages and its initial value
cannot be seen by any other process. C0 must still decide on 0, and C1 must sti ll decide
on 1, because the consensus protocol P is totally correct despite one faulty process. As
a consequence, C0 and C1 decide on different values although they take the exactly same
sequence of steps, which contradicts the assumption that the result is predetermined by
the initial configurations. Hence, there exists some initial configuration C in which the
decision is not predetermined but a result of the order of received messages and whether
there is any crash.

LEMMA 3. Let C be a bivalent configuration of P , and let e = (p,m) be an
event that is applicable to C. Let C be the set of configurations reachable from C
without applying e, and let D = e(C) = {e(E)|E ∈ C and e is applicable to E}.
Then, D contains a bivalent configuration.

Suppose that D does not contain a bivalent configuration. First, the authors show that
D must contain both 0- and 1-valent configurations if it has no bivalent configuration.
Since C is bivalent, there must exist at least one 0-valent configuration and one 1-valent
configuration reachable from C. Let them be E0 and E1, respectively. If E0 6∈ C, let
F0 = e(E0), which belongs to D. Otherwise, there must exist a configuration F0 that
precedes E0 and belongs to D. Since one of E0 and F0 is reachable from each other and F0
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is univalent since it is in D, F0 must be 0-valent. The same argument goes to E1 and F1,
hence D contains both 0-valent and 1-valent configurations. Applying a similar argument
from lemma 2, D must contain a bivalent configuration. From lemma 2 and 3, any process
must start from a bivalent initial configuration C0. From C0 we can reach to another
bivalent configuration, and this may continue forever if a message is delayed arbitrarily to
a process. Not all admissible runs are deciding, hence the protocol is not totally correct.
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